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1 Executive Summary 

1 This economic report has been prepared at the request of Mediclinic (Pty) Ltd (‘Mediclinic’). The 

report provides detailed comments on the Provisional Findings and Recommendations Report 

(‘Provisional Report’) of the Health Market Inquiry (‘HMI’). The Provisional Report deals with all 

aspects of the private health market, while our report focusses mainly on the issues pertaining to 

private hospitals. We also refer throughout to some of our earlier submissions on prior publications 

and analyses of the HMI. 

2 We commence our report by commenting on the conceptual framework used by the HMI (in section 

3). We show that the HMI relies on an outdated economic framework that assumes a uni-

directional causality between structure, conduct and performance. Using this framework, the HMI 

concludes that – based on their finding of private hospitals markets being highly concentrated – 

extreme remedies such as divestiture and a moratorium on new licences should be considered. 

This approach is flawed based on conceptual and methodological grounds. Firstly, at a conceptual 

level, there is no economic basis for considering divestiture based only on a structural analysis of 

markets. Modern industrial organisation theory recognises that scale is important for some 

industries to function competitively and that the market can often not sustain more competitors in 

markets where upfront capital costs are large. It is therefore conceptually incorrect to recommend 

extreme remedies such as divestiture based on a structuralist view of the world. If the HMI is of the 

view that a market inquiry justifies a wider investigation, i.e. considering whether concentrated 

markets will in future lead to anti-competitive conduct, then it needs to be clear about the 

mechanisms through which this will take place. We emphasize in this report that the HMI has not 

put forward a convincing price theory of harm, nor a finding of excessive pricing, and a flawed non-

price theory of harm (over supply of services and supply induced demand). If it wants to make 

recommendations based on a structuralist view of the world, it needs to recognise that there is little 

support for such an approach in the economic literature and that it will be difficult to support 

extreme remedies on the basis of a finding of highly concentrated hospital markets. 

3 This is the conceptual critique of the HMI approach. However, the methodological concerns go 

deeper, and we show in section 4 that the analysis of the structure of the markets is not sustained 

by the data, and indeed deeply flawed. The HMI finds that the private hospital market is highly 

concentrated nationally, based on both bed data and admissions. However, we show that this 

finding is based on an incorrect definition of the relevant market, where many facilities are excluded 

without a systematic rule for these exclusions. Additionally, the database ends in 2014, while there 

has been significant new entry and changes in the industry since 2014. Furthermore, the database 

contains many errors. Once we include the facilities which have been incorrectly excluded, update 

the database beyond 2014 to reflect new entry and correct the errors, we come to a very different 
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conclusion on concentration. We find that the private hospital market at a national level is no longer 

highly concentrated, but moderately concentrated. While the HMI might reason that moderately 

concentrated markets are still a cause for concern, the first step would be to update and correct the 

concentration analysis and then as a second step, to put forward clear theories of harm, that must 

theoretically follow from a finding of moderately concentrated markets (as opposed to highly 

concentrated markets).   

4 Having shown that the HMI finding of highly concentrated markets cannot be sustained, we move 

on to test whether the HMI has found evidence of anti-competitive conduct. We show in section 5 

that it is clear from the Provisional Report that the HMI has found no evidence of anti-competitive 

tariffs charged by private hospitals. We note that the previous evidence on international price 

comparisons by the WHO/OECD is no longer relied on by the HMI. In fact, the HMI notes that tariff 

increases at private hospitals have been in line with CPI increases. The only remaining theory is 

that the base price (2003) was the outcome of collusion and higher than the competitive price. This 

is not correct on either the theory or the facts. The prohibited conduct in 2003 was not a classic 

collusive price (e.g. like a cartel), but rather a coordinated price where the tariff was determined via 

vigorous negotiations between sellers (the hospitals groups) and buyers (medical schemes). The 

HMI provides no evidence for their assumption that this price was anti-competitive at the time.  

5 In terms of a non-price theory of harm, the HMI puts forward the following theories: there is a link 

between the unexplained portion of healthcare expenditure and the level of concentration in a 

market, and there is evidence of significant supply induced demand (‘SID’). Responding to the first 

of these theories, we note that the HMI recognises that the theory is counter intuitive, more 

hospitals in an area leads to over-supply; i.e. the less concentrated a market is, the worse the 

competitive outcome. Our critique, however, is mainly levelled at the fact that since the 

identification of local markets as unconcentrated/ moderately concentrated/ highly concentrated is 

so deeply flawed that the HMI finally had to construct a sample with only 12% of the areas 

included, the subsequent analysis cannot be used to derive any findings. We therefore do not 

agree with the findings of the local concentration theory of harm, as the methodology is deeply 

flawed and must be rejected on pure theoretical grounds.  

6 The SID study is similarly flawed, as we have pointed out in previous submissions and repeated 

here based on some of the new work and analysis that we have seen. For ease of reference we 

include our main technical critique here, before commenting on the theory of harm around profits or 

the recommendations.  

7 We point out right at the start that there are also several overarching methodological and data 

concerns that are a cause for concern: 
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1.1 Co-ordination between experts 

8 We note that there is an evident lack of co-ordination between the experts and the various pieces 

of technical work. This is reflected in the use of different market definitions, different geographical 

regions, different definitions of admissions and a variety of other inconsistencies.  

9 It is clear that the experts were not always made fully aware of the technical decisions made 

elsewhere in the process. For example, the experts undertaking the geographical analyses were 

provided with a list of hospitals without having been made fully aware of how this list was arrived at. 

The geographical experts indicated to us that hospitals that changed ownership or that were 

opened during the period were excluded from the dataset. During further interrogation it emerged 

that not all hospitals that changed ownership or were opened during the period under consideration 

were excluded, based on data availability. The geographical experts were also not aware of 

differences in the definition of a hospital admission between the funder and hospital datasets that 

they combined. 

10 A further example relates to the narrow and broad burden of disease indicator. The experts 

performing the supply induced demand (SID) analysis were only presented with one of the two 

measures of burden of disease and were not aware that another definition existed.  

11 In another example, the experts that compared actual to expected hospital claims experience for 

geographical regions with different levels of concentration were provided with a sample of regions 

without being provided with a rationale for the sample.  

1.2 Limitations on interpretation, and implications for a lay audience 

12 There has been limited access to the document prepared by NMG for the HMI entitled: “Summary 

of and Reponses to Issues Raised in Submissions on Expenditure Analysis Reports”1. This 

document is marked as confidential but articulates a number of issues which are necessary to fully 

comprehend the limitations of the analyses that have been presented based on funder data. 

13 The concern is that even if the limitations of these analyses are fully understood by the HMI, and 

they do not unduly influence the recommendations made, the results of the analyses are still 

placed in the public domain and are at risk of being referenced and repeated, without adequate 

understanding of the shortcomings.  

                                                      
1 Email correspondence on 19 September from the HMI to Econex: HMI, 2018. Summary of and Responses to Issues Raised in 
Submissions on Expenditure Analysis Reports, September 2018. 
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1.3 Market concentration is based on the period 2010 to 2014 

14 As we elaborate on in this report, facilities that opened after 2014 are excluded from the database 

used to perform the concentration analyses. While the number of registered beds was updated in 

2016 (although we understand this was not done with all NHN and independent facilities) to reflect 

the latest bed numbers, the outdated list of facilities forms the basis for the findings and 

recommendations. This disregards the substantial changes to the market since 2014, particularly 

with several large NHN hospitals opening, thereby increasing the NHN’s market share. 

Recommendations can only be implemented by 2019 at best, which means that the 

recommendations would be based on the state of the market at least five years earlier and would 

not be appropriate for the current state of the market. 

1.4 Limited set of facilities used in analyses 

15 The market concentration analyses are all built off a set of 194 facilities out of a total of 4332. The 

HMI’s calculations of market shares and concentration using registered beds is based on this 

select database of beds. This relatively small set of facilities is partly the result of the very narrow 

(although unfounded) product market definition used by the HMI. (Data constraints further reduced 

the number of facilities included, as well as the choice of excluding facilities that opened after 2014, 

as explained above.) In addition, no empirical rules as to the implementation of some of the 

definitions related to this narrow product market definition (e.g. the classification of a facility as a 

‘specialist facility’) were provided to stakeholders to check for logic and consistency. Similarly, no 

clear rule was put forward to distinguish between day facilities that are excluded and those that are 

included. Importantly, many more NHN and independent facilities were removed from the database 

compared to the three large hospital groups, skewing the results considerably. 

16 The combined market shares based on admissions for the three largest hospitals groups (90.1%), 

also based on this limited set of hospitals, is elevated in the Provisional Report. However, much of 

the rest of the report (outside of the concentration analyses) is based on a larger dataset of 

hospitals which reflects a combined market share of the groups of 76%.  

1.5 The data used to calculate market shares contain errors 

17 Market shares for the concentration analyses were calculated in two ways: based on the number of 

registered beds and based on the number of admissions. There are inaccuracies in both sets of 

numbers used:  

                                                      
2 The list of facilities in the data room contained 195 facilities; as explained later in the report, a database of only 194 facilities were 
used in the calculations of market shares based on beds. 
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• The number of beds used do not consistently relate to a single time period (some bed 

numbers were updated to reflect 2016 bed numbers, whilst others are not); 

• Adjacent facilities were combined, and although an attempt was made to remove beds that are 

classified as rehabilitation or step-down, this was not always done correctly resulting in some 

beds that are outside of the product market definition being included; 

• The number of admissions were drawn from both funder data (for NHN and independent 

hospitals) and hospital data (for Netcare, Life Healthcare and Mediclinic) with inconsistent 

definitions of admissions.  

18 These flawed market share calculations cannot be the basis for any recommendations – especially 

if it will have such large effects as divestiture and moratorium on new licences for facilities 

considered by the HMI. 

19 Repeating the national concentration analyses (based on registered beds) using a more complete 

facilities dataset with more up-to-date data shifts the market from being highly concentrated to 

moderately concentrated. Similarly, using the market shares based on admissions that indicate that 

the three largest hospital groups have a combined market share of 76% indicates that the market is 

not highly concentrated, but rather moderately concentrated.  

1.6 Determination of catchment areas is based on a flawed combination of 

funder and hospital data 

20 Due to NHN and independent hospitals not being able to provide data in line with that provided by 

the three largest hospital groups, the HMI combined hospital datasets with funder datasets for a 

number of the analyses, as mentioned above. This was done with little regard for definitional 

differences between the two sources of data (for example, an admission is not defined in the same 

way), or for differences in the quality of data (for example, geo-location data). The potential 

limitations of combining two disparate sources of data are not acknowledged. All of the 

geographical analyses that have been done are adversely affected by the use of two different 

sources of data for determining the patient’s geolocation data. Hospital admission data should be 

more accurate for a range of reasons including how recent the address is, increased likelihood of a 

home address and not an employment address, and increased likelihood of it being the address of 

the patient as opposed to the principal member. There is no evidence of analysis done to verify the 

quality of the geolocation data in the funder data, other than to quantify the extent of missing data. 
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1.7 Deeply flawed analysis of the impact of concentration on expenditure 

21 The analysis of the impact of market concentration on expenditure is flawed for the following 

reasons: 

• All of the previously raised concerns with the GLMs used are still relevant; these have been 

extensively documented in our prior submissions to the HMI. Some of these concerns have 

been addressed by the HMI, but not to the extent where the results of analyses can be 

accepted without acknowledgement of the limitations; 

• As acknowledged by the HMI, the use of EA codes is questionable given their granularity;  

• 18% of the EA data is missing in the funder dataset; 

• The use of EA codes is inconsistent with geographical areas used in other HMI analyses; 

• Only 15% of EAs are linked to only one category of concentration (concentrated, moderately 

concentrated, non-concentrated), whilst almost half of EAs are linked to two categories of 

concentration. This means that the majority of the country is not neatly partitioned; 

• The use of a sample (24 of the HMI’s 195 regions are used) is not statistically sound given that 

the analyses could have been run for all catchment areas; and 

• The results produced are not borne out when the models are run for all catchment areas. The 

non-representative nature of the sample implies that no meaningful conclusions can be drawn 

with respect to local market concentration.  

Despite the problems pointed out above, the HMI draws conclusions of conflicting and inconsistent 

results which do not fit into the SCP framework at all. 

1.8 Flawed methodology of the SID work 

22 The SID analysis suffers from the following methodological flaws and shortcomings which 

substantiates that no conclusions regarding SID can be drawn: 

• Provides no definition for supplier-induced demand; 

• Provides no logical mechanism by which supplier-induced demand takes place; 

• Relies on an incorrect and significantly flawed disease indicator; 

• The regression analyses for specialists and beds have a poor model fit; 

• Does not measure whether supply was necessary or unnecessary; 
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• Relies on bed datasets that are inaccurate, and the measure of practitioners is also flawed; 

• Relies on municipalities as opposed to competition markets; 

• Relies on a new and questionable plan-type indicator; and 

• Does not in any way prove causality. 

23 Finally, we consider whether there is any evidence of excessive profits in section 6. We note that 

the HMI has considered extensive submissions and analyses on levels of profit and find that profits 

are sustainable but no evidence of it being excessive. One would expect evidence of excessive 

profits based on a theory of abuse of market power, but no such evidence is put forward in terms of 

profits. 

24 In section 7 we show that the recommendations are not supported by the evidence. We point out 

that the recommended pricing regime (multi-lateral negotiations) is not clear and will require 

significant regulatory capacity to work in practice. We focus our discussion on the practical 

implications of potential divestiture and/ or a moratorium on licences. We note that there is no basis 

in the HMI report for the finding of 20% market share as a basis for divestiture. This however again 

highlights the point about a reliance on purely structural grounds for a serious intervention in 

markets via divestiture or moratoriums. We test several scenarios to try and understand how 

divestiture would work in practice and point out that the unintended consequences and economic 

fall-out would be severely detrimental to the economy. Given that these proposed remedies are not 

based on proper analysis or evidence they should not be further considered by the HMI. Section 8 

concludes.  
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2 Introduction 

25 The Health Market Inquiry (HMI) published a report on the 5th of July 2018 in which it sets out 

provisional findings and recommendations (‘Provisional Report’)3. The Provisional Report deals 

with all aspects of the healthcare system, identifies competition issues and makes 

recommendations to address these. The report focusses on competition issues in three main areas 

of the market: i) Funders, ii) Facilities and iii) Practitioners. In general, the HMI states that: “Our 

recommendations aim at improving transparency, accountability and the alignment of interests of 

consumers and funders” 4. While many problems are identified in the markets where funders and 

practitioners operate, our comments in this economic report focus on the HMI’s analysis of the 

facilities market.  

26 We show that the framework used for the analysis of competition in facilities markets is not useful. 

In essence, the HMI uses the traditional competition framework where it is assumed that more 

competition is beneficial. This is based on the outdated Structure Conduct Performance (“SCP”) 

paradigm. It cannot be assumed that introducing more hospitals or beds or breaking up existing 

hospital groups will lead to more competition and better outcomes. Apart from our critique of the 

conceptual framework, we also show that the evidence presented by the HMI on anti-competitive 

conduct and effects is flawed. This means that the recommendations are also based on a flawed 

analysis and incorrect data, and do not follow from the competition analysis. 

  

                                                      
3 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018. 
4 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 12, para. 61. 
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3 Conceptual framework 

27 The Provisional Report describes the framework for the assessment in chapter 4. This is mainly a 

theoretical chapter but is important as it sets out the framework relied on in further chapters. In 

essence, the chapter relies on standard economic theory for analysing competition in a market. 

The problem, however, is that there is very little recognition of the fact that standard economic tools 

might not be the best method to analyse competition in healthcare markets. While important 

concepts that affect competition analyses in healthcare markets such as imperfect and asymmetric 

information are referred to, it is not made clear that the traditional economic framework might be 

inadequate for an assessment of market power in healthcare markets. This is a key critique which 

we elaborate on further in this report.  

28 As our focus is on facilities, we note that the following theories of harm are listed in relation to 

market power of facilities: 

29 “THEORY OF HARM 2: MARKET POWER AND DISTORTIONS IN RELATION TO HEALTHCARE 

FACILITIES  

The HMI identified the following areas of potential harm to competition in relation to facilities:  

1. Market power of facilities during negotiations with medical schemes and/or administrators. 

National and local market dynamics will be considered;  

2. Market power of facilities over the relationship of funders and the providers of medicines and 

medical devices;  

3. Market power in local markets that may have an adverse effect on patients in those local markets;  

4. The relationships between practitioners and healthcare facilities; and  

5. The relationships between healthcare facilities and suppliers of medicines and medical devices.” 5 

30 In terms of the first of these, the HMI postulates that more hospital groups will lead to a better 

market outcome: “If the market were less concentrated, for example with 6 (still large) providers 

instead of the current 3 large groups, a funder would likely have the option not to contract with one 

of the groups, creating a completely different bargaining dynamic, to the benefit of beneficiaries” 6.   

                                                      
5 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 66, para. 10.  
6 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 11, para. 48 
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31 In essence, the HMI is using a theoretical framework that is known in the literature as the SCP 

framework, which sees a lack of structural competition leading to the exercise of market power and 

hence, abnormal economic profitability. This theory is outdated, as it is generally recognised that 

there could also be reverse causality, i.e. superior performance causing more concentrated 

structures. The reliance on the SCP framework means that the HMI puts significant emphasis on 

the structure of the hospital market, both in terms of market share and concentration. Yet, it is not 

clear what exactly the theory of harm is. The SCP assumption is that a concentrated market 

structure will lead to anti-competitive conduct which is usually seen in terms of higher prices or the 

exercise of market power.  

32 The HMI finds both price and non-price anti-competitive conduct in the hospital sector. The focus is 

however on the non-price theory of utilisation or over-servicing (supply induced demand). This is 

highly problematic, as the HMI in fact finds that less concentrated markets (more hospitals beds) 

lead to anti-competitive outcomes (supply induced demand). This simply illustrates the 

inconsistency in the HMI’s approach when it chooses to rely on the SCP framework on the one 

hand but does not have a consistent theory of anti-competitive conduct based on the structure of 

the market. 

33 It is also not clear why more hospital groups would be better when considering the position of the 

funders. The HMI argues that the hospital groups have ‘must have’ status and more hospitals 

would imply more choice, but there is little evidence that this is the case. In fact, a detailed 

examination of networks and how they are constructed shows that Mediclinic is sometimes 

excluded from preferred provider networks. This fact does not support the ‘must have’ status of one 

hospital group.  

34 The theory of harm in terms of the relationship between hospitals and practitioners (number 4 

above) also seems to be contrary to the traditional SCP framework which the HMI is using. The 

theory of harm here seems to be that if there are more hospitals in an area (i.e. less concentrated) 

they would compete more fiercely for the practitioners, and this in turn will lead to over-servicing / 

supply-induced demand (SID).  

35 Finally, the SCP theory postulates that anti-competitive conduct will lead to monopoly or excessive 

profits. The HMI do not find evidence of excessive profits in the private hospital industry in South 

Africa.   

36 In addition to the above, we note that a great deal of the data relied on by the HMI in their structural 

assessment ends in 2014. There is therefore significant risk in designing a strong remedy, 

applicable in 2019 at best, based on 2014 data. This is especially the case given that there has 

been significant changes in the market as well as new entry by competitors since 2014. Since this 
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is the first time the underlying concentration analyses are published by the HMI, a detailed 

examination of the analyses and underlying data is crucial. We elaborate on these issues below.   
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4 Structure: Is there evidence of a concentrated 
market and high market shares?  

37 The HMI calculated the market shares of the three large hospital groups, the NHN and independent 

hospitals (as a group), based both on registered beds and on admissions. It uses these results to 

determine the level of concentration in the market. Crucially, this is the first time the concentration 

analyses have been published for review by stakeholders. Nevertheless, these previously unseen 

concentration results – and specifically the national concentration results using the number of 

registered beds – form the basis of the consideration of divestiture or moratoriums on the issuing of 

licences put forward by the HMI in its recommendations.7 

38 More specifically, the HMI uses market shares (both based on beds and admissions) to calculate 

the Herfindahl-Hirschmann Index (“HHI”) of the market. With respect to interpreting the results, the 

HMI states: ‘…the private hospital market HHI is above the established highly-concentrated 

threshold and therefore conclude that the facilities market is concentrated at national level.’ 8 Based 

on these results, the HMI goes on to consider ‘…a number of options on how to address [high 

levels of concentration], including divestiture and imposing a moratorium on issuing licences to the 

three large hospital groups, namely, Netcare, Life and Mediclinic. The moratorium would require 

that these hospital groups should not be granted licences for new facilities, nor licences or 

permission to increase the number of beds within existing facilities until such time as the national 

market share of each of the big three hospital groups, by number of beds, is no more than 20% 

[emphasis added].’ 9 The fact that 20% is an arbitrary benchmark with no basis in the Competition 

Act or anywhere else in the literature makes the use of such a benchmark problematic.  

39 In this section we show that since a very serious recommendation (divestiture/ moratoriums) can 

result from market shares exceeding the HMI’s arbitrary 20% market share benchmark, it is crucial 

that market shares are correctly calculated. Since this is the first time the concentration analyses 

are seen by stakeholders, we analyse the methodology and data used in detail, with our comments 

set out in the rest of this section. Our response focuses on the national level analysis since the 

national concentration results are the focus of the HMI’s consideration of divestiture/ moratoriums. 

We show that there are substantial flaws in the methodology – with the most crucial the decision to 

only include facilities that were in operation by 2014, thereby disregarding the significant changes 

the market has undergone since and limiting the dataset to only 194 facilities – as well as errors in 

the dataset itself. Moreover, we note that the HMI has not tested for product market definition; this 

                                                      
7 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 465, para 79. 
8 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 185, para 120. 
9 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 465, para 79. 
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needs to be done to determine exactly where competitive overlap exists in each market. Without 

this testing, and with reliance on an artificial carving out of certain facilities without any objective 

and evidence-based reasoning, the market shares of Mediclinic (and all other groups) are subject 

to error (and, as we show below, overstatement in the case of the three large groups).  

40 These market share calculations cannot be the basis for any recommendations – especially if it will 

have such significant effects as the divestiture and moratorium on licences for facilities considered. 

We recalculate the market shares and HHIs and show that once a more appropriate market 

definition and time period is used, the national market is no longer highly concentrated. 

4.1 HMI’s results for market shares and concentration  

41 The HMI’s national concentration results as well as national HHIs are shown in Table 1 below. 

According to these results all three of the large hospital groups have market shares above the 

(arbitrary) 20% benchmark, regardless of whether registered beds or admissions are used. Note 

that the Provisional Report contains two sets of results based on admissions (column 3 and 4) with 

significant differences in the results. This discrepancy is discussed fully in Section 4.4. 

42 The HHIs for the market calculated by the HMI and presented in Table 6.1 of the Provisional 

Report (2,521 if registered beds are used; 2,784 if admissions are used) are above the 2,500 

benchmark used by the HMI to indicate a highly concentrated market. The HMI’s results therefore 

imply that should divestitures or moratoriums be implemented in the form considered in the 

Provisional Report, all three of the large hospital groups will be affected. This makes a detailed 

review and analysis of these previously unseen results crucial. Our findings and comments are set 

out in the following sections. 

Table 1: National market shares of hospital groups and hospital market’s HHIs as per 
Provisional Report 

 
Registered beds 
(2016); Table 6.1, 
p. 184 

Admissions (2010-
2014); Table 6.1, p. 
184 

Admissions 
(2014); p. 228, 
para 326 

Mediclinic 25.3% 28.5% 24% 

Life Healthcare 26.8% 28.6% 23% 

Netcare 31.1% 33.0% 29% 

NHN 13.6% 7.7% 13% 
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Independent 3.2% 2.2% 10% 

State – – 1% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 

Combined market share of 

Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and 

Netcare 

83.2% 90.1% 76% 

HHI: National market 2,521 2,784 – 

Source: Provisional Report, Table 6.1, p. 184 and p. 228, para 326 

4.2 Critique of HMI’s concentration results 

43 Our review of the HMI’s concentration analyses indicates that their results rely on flawed a 

methodology and datasets that contains errors and inconsistencies. Firstly, it is unclear exactly 

which datasets were used in the analyses, as explained below. Next, we consider the 

methodological flaws in the HMI’s national concentration analyses, both in terms of the unfounded 

product market definition and the steps followed to carve out the facilities in their dataset. Finally, 

we point out errors in the dataset itself. 

4.2.1 Lack of clarity on the datasets used in the analysis 

44 The first issue identified is the fact that there is no means to replicate the final dataset used by the 

HMI, as some facilities were removed from the original list, but no intermediate datasets are 

available to stakeholders.  

45 The dataset containing 433 facilities10 with a time series for bed numbers as well as the final list of 

19511 facilities with a single bed number per facility that was used in the calculation of market 

shares (based on beds) were provided to stakeholders in the data room. The HMI states, however, 

that its starting point for the market definition based on beds was a list of 409 facilities. In 

subsequent communication12 the HMI indicated that the 433 facilities were reduced to 409 by 

counting ‘…different types of facilities that are located adjacent to one another, such as day 

facilities situated adjacent to an acute facility or a sub-acute facility situated within a day facility…’ 

as a single facility. Six examples of cases where facilities are viewed as one were given, and no 

                                                      
10 Excel file: HMI Extracted Industry Overview and Market Definition Bed Data. Full dataset in the tab “HMI Bed Data List- 
Aggregated” and final list of 195 facilities (which still includes Ernest Oppenheimer hospital) in the tab “HMI Market Definition List”. 
11 The list of facilities in the data room contained 195; as explained later in the report, a list of only 194 facilities were used in the 
calculations of market shares. 
12 Response from HMI with regards to question raised by Mediclinic Experts. Received 7 September 2018. (p. 4) 
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intermediate dataset was provided. This means that any analyses of the bed data by stakeholders 

are already based on assumptions as to which facilities were excluded even before the ‘initial’ 

dataset was finalised. These intermediate steps were not fully communicated to stakeholders. Due 

process would require that a more detailed breakdown of which facilities were removed, and/or the 

intermediate datasets be provided to stakeholders and analysts in order to constructively contribute 

to the HMI process. 

46 In addition to the above, facilities where a change of ownership occurred were listed twice in the 

original dataset and therefore it was reduced to a single facility in the 409 facilities dataset.13 

47 Importantly, the HMI continuously refers to the final dataset as having 195 facilities, but subsequent 

communication with the HMI14 after specific requests revealed that one facility, the Ernest 

Oppenheimer hospital with 310 beds, has been removed prior to the calculation of market shares 

based on beds, as presented in Table 6.1 of the Provisional Report (and therefore relied on for the 

recommendations). This was done because the HMI understands, correctly so, that the facility had 

closed. The removal of the hospital makes a difference to the market shares due to its size when 

the HMI’s final list is used, with the NHN’s market share decreasing from   with the hospital 

included, to  if it is excluded. The exclusion of the hospitals seems to be the correct 

approach, but the data provided to stakeholders still contained the facility and the change was only 

revealed after questioning the HMI on inconsistencies. In subsequent calculations based on HMI 

data, we follow the HMI by excluding the Ernest Oppenheimer hospital. 

4.2.2 Flaws in the HMI’s methodology 

48 The results of the national concentration analyses hinge crucially on the dataset that is used to 

calculate the hospital groups’ market shares, and more specifically, which facilities are included in 

the dataset. This firstly depends on the product market definition, which we find to be narrowly 

defined and determined without basis. In addition, the methodology used to decide whether to 

include or exclude facilities should be based on empirical rules that are made available to 

stakeholders to interrogate; we show in this section however that this was not the case. 

4.2.2.1 Too narrow product market definition 

49 The HMI takes a highly aggregated and definitive view of hospital product markets. Whilst this 

approach may simplify matters, it does not necessarily follow the reality of competition dynamics, 

where overlaps in competition occur between different types of facilities, including between general 

acute hospitals and other types of facilities. In the below we elaborate on this point, indicating that if 

                                                      
13 Response from HMI with regards to question raised by Mediclinic Experts. Received 7 September 2018. (p. 2) 
14 Response from HMI with regards to question raised by Mediclinic Experts. Received 7 September 2018. (p. 4) 
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one were to draw such definitive conclusions and recommendations from a structural view of the 

markets, then one needs to recognise these competition dynamics.  

50 The HMI considers only acute facilities (classified as ‘057’ and ‘058’) and a selection of day 

hospitals (‘077’) in its concentration calculations since general acute facilities ‘account for the 

largest share of market [sic] based on the number of beds, admissions and expenditure’ and ‘are 

considered competing hospitals’.15 Private sector sub-acute facilities, ophthalmology hospitals, 

rehabilitation hospitals, psychiatric facilities (mental health facilities and drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation facilities) are excluded. The focus on acute beds and certain day hospitals, however, 

does not accord with the reality of the range of services offered at general hospitals, nor bargaining 

dynamics with funders. 

51 We note that with reference to competition between stand-alone day hospitals and general acute 

hospitals ‘…the Inquiry accepts the existence of competitive constraints between these two 

segments of facilities and will consider day care to be in the same product market as general acute 

hospital care for the purposes of this Inquiry.’16 This is because while the HMI characterises the 

competitive constraints between the two types of facilities as asymmetric: ‘most [general acute 

hospitals] also provide a limited number of in-hospital day care services.’17 The same argument, 

however, also applies from an economic perspective to services offered in other types of facilities 

that were excluded from the product market, e.g. ophthalmology hospitals. 

52 Defining product markets in the hospital industry is a well-researched topic. Various methods can 

be used to define a relevant product market, such as patient flows, a fixed radius, direct competitor 

test, isochrones, critical loss, etc18. The method chosen would depend on the research question 

and data availability. Product markets for private hospitals are routinely defined for merger cases. 

In the SA market, there is a consensus in the case precedent that the product market is private 

multi-disciplinary hospitals. While some disciplines or single speciality hospitals may be excluded 

for specific mergers, in a market enquiry the research question is broader, as one wants to include 

all competing facilities. This has indeed been recognised by the HMI in the Methodology Paper on 

market power in health facilities. The HMI specifically stated: “It should be noted at the outset that 

defining markets has a broader purpose in the Inquiry than it would have in individual enforcement 

or merger cases”19.  We therefore motivate below with reference to Mediclinic admission data that 

the market is wider than only multidisciplinary and day hospitals.  

                                                      
15 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 168, para 13, 15 and p. 184, para 116. 
16 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 175, para 53. 
17 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 175, para 52. 
18 See e.g. Oxera (2011). Techniques for defining markets for private healthcare in the UK – Prepared for Office of Fair Trading 
(November 2011).   
19 HMI (2016). “Methodology Paper: Approach to assessing market power of health facilities”. 26 August 2016.  
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53 A breakdown of Mediclinic’s admission data indicates that several of Mediclinic’s hospitals have 

provided ophthalmology services in the last few years. Table 2 indicates the number of hospitals 

that provided ophthalmology services, the number of admissions and (nominal) amount billed by 

Mediclinic. The final column indicates the number of admissions for cataract or lens procedures, a 

common ophthalmalogy procedure. The vast majority of Mediclinic hospitals provided the services, 

with over ophthalmology admissions in 2012. Between approximately   

were billed per year for the period 2010 to 2017, indicating that it is an important 

source of income. The data support that the majority of Mediclinic hospitals compete with specialist 

ophthalmology facilities for these patients. This may be argued to be asymmetric competition, but 

then this would support inclusion by the HMI in the same way that the HMI included day facilities. 

This, as one illustration, shows potential competitive overlap that has not been considered by the 

HMI.  

Table 2: Ophthalmology and cataract services provided by Mediclinic (2010–2017) 

 
Number of 

hospitals with 
admissions 

Number of 
admissions 

Total billed 
amount (nominal) 

Number of 
admissions for 
cataract/ lens 
procedures 

2010 46  

2011 45  

2012 46 

2013 46  

2014 46  

2015 47  

2016 47  

2017 46  

Source: Mediclinic South Africa internal data 

54 An example of competition in the ophthalmology services market is the Cape Eye Hospital in 

Bellville which offers (among others) catact surgery.20 Mediclinic data show that some of its nearby 

facilities (Panorama, 5km; Durbanville hospital and day clinic, 11km; Cape Gate, 11km) also 

perform cataract/lens procedures. These Mediclinic facilities are therefore in direct competition with 

the specialist ophthalmology facility to provide cataract/lens procedures to patients. By excluding 

specialist ophthalmology facilities from its final list of 194 facilities the HMI is disregarding this 

competition. 

                                                      
20 http://cape-eye.co.za/services-page-2/  
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55 This points to another error by the HMI, namely treating all acute hospitals as homogenous, and 

implicitly assuming they provide the same competitive constraints on nearby facilities. Considering 

the data above, not all Mediclinic hospitals provide ophthalmology services, already differentiating 

the hospitals based on just this one example out of the many lines of services Mediclinic provides 

in its hospitals. 

56 The data above ultimately indicate that (i) the facilities used to calculate market shares cannot 

exclude facilities that provide competing services and (ii) hospitals’ service offerings are not 

homogenous but include a multidisciplinary range of services. 

57 The HMI also explains that ‘Mining and public-private partnership (PPP) facilities were excluded 

because they generally offer services on a different model and for a different disease burden’.21 

This may be true, but that does not mean that these hospitals should necessarily have been 

excluded from the market definition. For example, in the case of the Netcare Pelonomi Private 

Hospital and Netcare Universitas Hospital – both in a PPP with the Free State Department of 

Health22 – they are two of only four hospitals in Bloemfontein on Discovery Medical Scheme’s 

KeyCare Full Cover Hospital Network.23 This means that they are in direct competition with the 

other two hospitals for the beneficiaries on this option. In fact, Netcare Pelonomi is the only hospital 

in Bloemfontein on KeyCare Access Hospital Network’s list for childbirth and care in the first year of 

life; to avoid (partly) paying the claims themselves, the beneficiaries must use this PPP. Similarly, 

these two PPPs are two of the six hospitals in Bloemfontein on GEMS’ Emerald Value Network 

Hospital List, offering direct competition in the same geographic area.24 It therefore does not accord 

with reality to exclude hospitals in PPPs from the product market definition. 

58 In the case of mining hospitals, there are mining hospitals that compete with ‘general acute 

hospitals’. For example, beneficiaries on Anglo Medical Scheme’s Value Care Plan looking for a 

hospital in Thabazimbi must use either the Andrew Saffy Hospital – a mining hospital – or 

Mediclinic Thabazimbi.25 These hospitals are therefore in direct competition for patients. Before 

excluding mining hospitals from the product market, the extent of this substitution should be 

investigated. 

59 Finally, on a national level hospital groups bargain with schemes with their full range of services, 

including sub-acute, ophthalmology, mental health services, etc. Taking all these factors into 

account, the national product market cannot include only acute beds and (a selection of) day 

clinics.  
                                                      
21 Market Definition List Methodology, 2018, para 3.2. 
22 http://www.netcarehospitals.co.za/Hospital/Pelonomi-Private-Hospital  
23 https://www.discovery.co.za/discovery_coza/web/linked_content/pdfs/health/benefit_information/hospital_network_list.pdf  
24 https://www.gems.gov.za/members/options/emerald-value  
25 https://www.angloms.co.za/angloms/ams/content.do?p=plans_and_products/value_care_plan/vcp_hospitalisation ;  

http://www.netcarehospitals.co.za/Hospital/Pelonomi-Private-Hospital
https://www.discovery.co.za/discovery_coza/web/linked_content/pdfs/health/benefit_information/hospital_network_list.pdf
https://www.gems.gov.za/members/options/emerald-value
https://www.angloms.co.za/angloms/ams/content.do?p=plans_and_products/value_care_plan/vcp_hospitalisation
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4.2.2.2 The methodology to carve out the facilities is not based on clear rules 

60 Upon request, the HMI provided us with further documents that set out the steps followed to carve 

out the facilities database. This process is based on the product market definition but provides 

further insight into the determination of the product market by the HMI. The HMI states they 

selected 356 facilities which provide ‘”in-hospital” care’.26 It is explained that ‘specialist facilities, 

rehab [sic] facilities, sub-acute facilities and day facilities which provides limited services’ as well as 

mining and public-private partnership (PPP) facilities (as discussed above) were excluded to come 

to these 356 facilities.27 However, the HMI did not set out any data-driven rules that it applied in 

determining whether a facility falls in a category that was excluded, or not, making it impossible for 

stakeholders to interrogate. 

61 Specialist facilities are excluded on the basis that ‘they are characterised by highly complex 

medical offerings which may not be available at a normal acute facility’28. Even if the HMI’s 

exclusion of specialist facilities is accepted, it is unclear how it was decided that a certain facility is 

a ‘specialist facility’, with no clear, empirical rule provided. One can speculate that it is based on the 

services most commonly rendered at the facility (based on ICD-10 codes), but no clear rule with 

regards to the services rendered were provided to stakeholders to check for logic and consistency.  

62 The HMI excluded day facilities which ‘provide limited services…because they do not provide a 

competitive constraint to the acute facilities within their relevant geographic areas.’29 Although 

some day clinics focus on certain procedures (e.g. ophthalmology services), it was shown in 

Section 4.2.2.1 that they still compete with general acute hospitals for the patients who need those 

specific procedures. Even if the exclusion of some day facilities is accepted, again no objective, 

empirical rule was provided as to how it was decided whether a facility provides ‘limited services’. 

63 In addition to these methodological errors made by the HMI, the bed dataset used contains errors. 

We expand on these in the next section. 

4.2.3 Errors in the bed dataset 

64 When considering the number of beds, it is important to note that the HMI relies on the number of 

registered beds, as opposed to the number of beds in operation; the number of registered beds is 

much more consistent over time. 

                                                      
26 Hospital Database Methodology, 2018, para 13. 
27 Market Definition List Methodology, 2018, para 3.  
28 Market Definition List Methodology, 2018, para 3.1. 
29 Market Definition List Methodology, 2018, para 3.3. 
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65 Firstly, it must be noted that the bed numbers in the full dataset of 433 facilities (a time series of 

bed numbers) and final list of 194 facilities (a single value for the number of beds, as opposed to a 

time series) do not always correspond. Several types of inconsistencies are present, for example: 

• In the full list Mediclinic Ermelo has 40 beds for the period 2010 – 2017. In the final list used 

for the analysis, the same facility has 60 beds. The 60 beds finally used is correct, likely due to 

the HMI confirming the bed number numbers with the hospital groups, as reported by the HMI: 

‘…the final number of beds in the 195 facilities list reflecting bed data as of 2016, was 

confirmed by the hospital groups in 2016….For the market definition, the HMI opted to use 

what was confirmed by the hospital groups.’30 This example and the accompanying 

explanation by the HMI points to several issues:  

o There is an overall disconnect between the starting point of the process to determine the 

market shares (based on beds) and the final results, making it very hard, if not 

impossible, to reproduce the methodology and results  

o It is likely that the bed numbers for the three large groups are for 2016 while the bed 

numbers for (some) NHN and independent hospitals are for earlier years since all of the 

NHN and independent hospitals’ data were not confirmed again in 2016 

• Despite the HMI stating that it used the bed numbers for 2016, Mediclinic Cape Gate is an 

example where it seems like the number of beds for 2017 (according to HMI records) was 

used: according to the HMI’s full database the hospital had 144 beds over the 2010 – 2016 

period and 136 beds in 2017; 136 beds is used in the final list. In addition to this inconsistency, 

136 beds is incorrect, as the hospital had 152 beds at the end of its 2015/16 financial year.  

• For those hospitals where no new data were obtained in 2016, it can be assumed that the HMI 

instead chose to use an average of the bed numbers over the period 2010 – 2014, as was 

done in many other instances and corresponds with the HMI’s period of interest. This, 

however, does not appear to be the case. An example is Midlands Medical Centre (NHN): 

according to the HMI the bed numbers increased from in 2010 to beds in 2016 (and 

stayed that way in 2017). In the final list, however, it is stated that the facility has beds, 

which does not correspond to the number reported for 2016. The is also not the average 

as the average over the period 2010 – 2014 would be and the average over the period 

2010 to 2016 is neither of which is close to the beds in the final list. This again points 

to a disconnect and calls into question the accuracy of the database. 

                                                      
30 Response from HMI with regards to question raised by Mediclinic Experts. Received 7 September 2018. (p. 4) 
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66 The HMI also treated ‘…different types of facilities which are located adjacent to an acute or a sub-

acute facility situated within a day facility’ as a single facility, as explained in section 4.2.1.31 While 

the HMI attempts to follow its product market definition by excluding the sub-acute and 

rehabilitation beds now implicitly included in the dataset, this was not always done correctly, which 

resulted in cases where beds apart from acute and day clinic beds are included. Table 3 lists 

examples of where a single facility was very likely attributed both acute/day beds (which are 

included in the HMI’s market definition) as well as other types of beds which are not included in the 

HMI’s market definition. Other examples show that it is likely that the bed numbers for the day clinic 

and other type of facility were confused.  

Table 3:  

Facility name 
Ownership / 

Classification 
Beds in HMI’s 
final database 

Beds in HMI’s 
full/initial database 

(2016) 

Split of beds, 2016/17 
(Econex) 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
  

     

 

                                                      
31 Response from HMI with regards to question raised by Mediclinic Experts. Received 7 September 2018. 
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67 These are only a selection of inconsistencies and errors; since no clear, empirical rule for the 

selection of the final bed numbers is provided for all facilities, it is impossible to accurately quantify 

the extent of the errors. This calls into question both the accuracy of the final list of beds used in 

the market share calculations, the process of arriving at the final list, and makes a precise and 

accurate comparison on the included and excluded facilities impossible. Small differences in an 

individual facility’s bed number might not have a large effect on the results, but the inconsistencies 

and errors should be viewed cumulatively, ultimately calling into question the market shares (based 

on bed numbers) calculated. The very serious consideration by the HMI of divestiture and/or 

moratoriums on new hospital licences are based on these questionable databases, methodology 

and results.  

4.3 Exclusions skew results 

68 In this section we show that the facilities that were excluded artificially inflates the market shares of 

the three large hospital groups. Firstly, excluding facilities that opened after 2014 means that the 

several new NHN and independent hospitals that subsequently opened are not taken into account. 

The market shares calculated are outdated and cannot be used as the basis for recommendations. 

Secondly, the HMI excludes independent facilities for which it could not obtain claims data, facilities 

with insufficient claims data and facilities where the HMI could not match the practice numbers to 

the claims data; 34,35 it is very likely that the three largest hospital groups were able to provide much 

more complete admissions data and had many more admissions than the independent facilities. 

Consequently, many more independent facilities were likely to be excluded from the database, 

skewing the market shares to artificially inflate the market shares of the three largest hospital 

groups.  

69 We show each of these empirically next. 

4.3.1 The time period is limited to 2010–2014 and disregards subsequent changes in the market 

70 The HMI acknowledges that new facilities have entered the market after the 2010–2014 period its 

analysis is focused on, but that ‘these were not possible to geo-map, and thus were also excluded 

for the market definition analysis.’ 36 However, from 2015 onwards several large facilities have 

opened, most of which form part of the NHN.  

                                                      
34 Market Definition List Methodology, 2018, para 4.1–4.4. 
35 Facilities that closed down and therefore did not have data available were also excluded. 
36 HMI, 2018. Hospital Database Methodology. (para 17). 
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71 In the acute hospital market, Busamed Hospital Group alone opened three new facilities from 2015 

to 201737 (Paardevlei, 2015; Harrismith, 2017; and Modderfontein, 2017). These three facilities 

alone account for 382 new acute beds in the NHN. If the Busamed Gateway Private Hospital that 

was opened in December 2014 is added (unlike in the HMI’s 194 dataset), the number increases to 

534 additional beds. Two38 other significant examples of new hospitals are Lenmed Health Royal 

Hospital and Heart Centre (2017, 177 beds)39 and Melomed Tokai (2016, 148 beds).40 Considering 

those acute hospitals included in the HMI’s final list of facilities, examples of expansions after 2014 

include Ethekwini Hospital and Heart Centre (60 new beds)41, Zamokuhle Private Hospital (58 new 

beds)42 and Zoutpansberg Private Hospital (10 new beds)43.  

72 Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and Netcare marginally increased their number of acute beds after 2014 

(see Table 4); most came in the form of expansion of existing hospitals, with two new Life 

Healthcare hospitals, one Mediclinic hospital and two Netcare hospitals. There are likely more 

NHN/independent hospitals that also opened and expanded, as well as some closing or decreasing 

in size, but even comparing the known new beds to the additional beds in the three large hospitals 

groups shows that the growth in NHN/independent hospitals (987 beds) was higher than in the 

large hospital groups (a total of 946 beds). This implies that the market share of NHN/independent 

hospitals would be higher in the period after 2014 than during the period that the HMI is 

considering and basing its recommendations on.  

Table 4: Known new NHN/ Independent acute beds v. change in acute beds of Life 
Healthcare, Mediclinic and Netcare (2014/15 – 2017/18) 

Ownership / Classification Change in acute beds (2014/15 to 2016/17) 

Acute beds in known new NHN/independent 

hospitals and expansions 
987 

Life Healthcare 306 

Mediclinic 185 

                                                      
37 Another acute hospital, Bram Fischer International with 110 beds, was also opened in May 2018, but we focus only on those 
facilities that opened up to the end of 2017 to keep the analysis as consistent as possible. 
38 Melomed Richards Bay, with 200 beds, also opened in 2018, but again we only take new facilities up to the end of 2017 into 
account for consistency. 
39 https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/Local/Express-News/hospital-ready-to-provide-care-20170801  
40 https://www.constantiabergbulletin.co.za/news/melomed-tokai-opened-6522816  
41 http://www.ehhc.co.za/downloads/EHHC-more-than-just-a-Heart-and-Stroke_Centre-of-Excellence-2016.pdf  
42 https://tembisan.co.za/42667/revamped-private-hospital-opens-in-april/ ; https://midrandreporter.co.za/116399/hospital-extension-
to-better-serve-the-community/  
43 https://limpopomirror.co.za/articles/news/33937/2015-10-23/private-hospital-opens-newly-built-day-ward  

https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/Local/Express-News/hospital-ready-to-provide-care-20170801
https://www.constantiabergbulletin.co.za/news/melomed-tokai-opened-6522816
http://www.ehhc.co.za/downloads/EHHC-more-than-just-a-Heart-and-Stroke_Centre-of-Excellence-2016.pdf
https://tembisan.co.za/42667/revamped-private-hospital-opens-in-april/
https://midrandreporter.co.za/116399/hospital-extension-to-better-serve-the-community/
https://midrandreporter.co.za/116399/hospital-extension-to-better-serve-the-community/
https://limpopomirror.co.za/articles/news/33937/2015-10-23/private-hospital-opens-newly-built-day-ward
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Netcare 455 

Source: Econex private hospital bed database (updated July 2018) 

73 In the day clinic market, the Advanced group have opened eight new facilities in the period 

following the HMI’s analysis (Durbanville Surgical Centre, 2015; Groenkloof Day Hospital, 2016; 

Knysna Surgical Centre, 2016; Panorama Surgical Centre, 2016; Soweto Eye Hospital, 2016; 

Vergelegen Surgical Centre, 2016; Worcester Surgical Centre, 2016; and De La Vie Day Hospital, 

2017).44 These eight facilities account for an additional 166 NHN beds in the day hospital market. 

Similarly, Cure Day Clinics opened new facilities in Bloemfontein (2015, 30 beds), Bellville 

(2015,18 beds), and Fourways (2016, 24 beds).45 This adds up to another additional 72 NHN beds 

that opened after the period considered by the HMI. Also new are Mediclinic’s day hospitals in 

Limpopo (26 beds) and Durbanville (26 beds). These are some illustrations of new day clinic beds 

that opened after the end of the period under review by the HMI; there are likely more that opened 

and some that expanded. It is possible that some also closed or contracted from 2015 onwards. 

74 A comparison of the new NHN/ Independent beds described above with the total number of beds of 

the three large hospital groups by the end of the 2016/17 financial year indicates that these new 

NHN/ independent beds alone are substantially more than those of the three large groups (a total 

of 205 beds). This skews the market shares even further for the three large hospital groups when 

compared to the market shares during the time-period considered by the HMI. 

Table 5: Known new NHN/ Independent day beds (2014 to 2017) v. total day beds of Life 
Healthcare, Mediclinic and Netcare (2016/17) 

Ownership / Classification Number of beds (up to 2016/17) 

Known new NHN/ Independent day beds 238 

Total beds: Life Healthcare46 84 

Total beds: Mediclinic 52 

Total beds: Netcare 69 

Source:  Econex database (updated July 2018) 

75 Table 4 and Table 5 indicate that the HMI’s focus on a much earlier period is not reflective of the 

current state of the acute hospital and day clinic market in which the hospital groups operate. In 
                                                      
44 http://advancedhealth.co.za/  
45 http://curedayclinics.co.za/  
46 Note that the HMI classifies St. James’ Hospital as acute, but Life Healthcare considers it a day hospital since it caters mostly for 
day patients. (https://www.lifehealthcare.co.za/hospitals/eastern-cape/east-london/life-st-james-hospital/ ) 

http://advancedhealth.co.za/
http://curedayclinics.co.za/
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addition, the NHN/independent hospitals’ market shares are very likely higher now than it was in 

2014. The result is that the three large groups’ market shares appear higher than is currently the 

case.  

76 The HMI are therefore making recommendations based on data that is out-dated and shows that 

Mediclinic, Life Healthcare, and Netcare have higher market shares than is currently the case. 

Since the recommendations (if implemented) can at best be implemented by 2019, the current 

state of the market should be the basis on which recommendations are made. Recommendations 

based on the situation in an earlier time-period are not appropriate for the current state of the 

market. 

4.3.2 More independent/NHN facilities are excluded from the final facilities list, artificially inflating 
the large hospital groups’ market shares 

77 The final dataset used by the HMI to calculate market shares was made available to stakeholders. 

From this data the proportion of the facilities that make up acute and day hospitals, split by group, 

could be calculated. A high-level overview of the split of facilities can already provide insight as to 

why the three large hospital groups have higher than expected market shares based on beds.  

78 Firstly, it must be noted that the dataset contains predominantly facilities of the three largest 

hospital groups and NHN facilities, with a small proportion of the facilities being independent. 

Secondly, it is clear that the dataset is comprised predominantly of acute hospitals (93% of 

facilities). Since the three hospital groups own mainly acute hospitals, they are very likely to be 

overrepresented in the (already severely limited) dataset. Acute hospitals often have many more 

beds than day hospitals, with the overrepresentation compounding the effect of higher bed 

numbers per facility on the final market shares based on bed numbers (shown in Table 7).  

Table 6: Distribution of HMI’s facility database across type of facility and group/ownership 
(number of facilities) 

 Acute (057, 058) Day clinic (077) 
Total per 

ownership/ 
network 

Life Healthcare   

Mediclinic 24.2% - 24.2% 

Netcare   

NHN   

Independent 
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Total per type of facility 92.8% 7.2% 100% 

Source: Calculated based on bed numbers in the HMI’s final list of 194 facilities 

 

Table 7: Distribution of HMI’s facility database across type and group/ownership (number of 
beds) 

 Acute (057, 058) Day clinic (077) 
Total per 

ownership/ 
network 

Life Healthcare  

Mediclinic 25.3% - 25.3% 

Netcare  

NHN  

Independent  

Total per type of facility 98.9% 1.1% 100% 

Source: Calculated based on bed numbers in the HMI’s final list of 194 facilities 

79 A comparison47 of the original database of 409 facilities and final 194 facilities shows that a much 

larger number of independent and NHN facilities (both in number of facilities and number of beds) 

were excluded than were the case for Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and Netcare. Potential reasons 

for this are the exclusion of independent facilities which did not have admissions data or insufficient 

claims data and facilities for which the HMI could not match the practice numbers to the claims 

data.48 The result of excluding more independent/NHN hospitals is that the market shares are 

incorrect and the shares of the three largest hospital groups are artificially inflated. As stated 

above, factors such as uncertainty surrounding the ‘initial’ dataset and unreliability of bed numbers 

make a precise measurement of the excluded facilities and its beds impossible. Figure 1 therefore 

shows estimates of the excluded facilities and beds in 2016 based on the ‘initial’ dataset, taking the 

bed numbers in the dataset as given. Even following the HMI and considering hospitals and day 

clinics that opened up to and including 2014 (i.e. excluding several new facilities that opened from 

2015 onwards that are part of the 409 facilities list), these estimates indicate that many more NHN 

and independent hospitals were excluded than for the three hospital groups. 

                                                      
47 In these calculations the HMI’s data was taken as given, with no account made for errors. 
48 Market Definition List Methodology, 2018, para 4.2–4.3. 
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Figure 1: Excluded acute hospitals and day clinics, number and beds as at 2016 if the 
facility was open by 2014 (estimates) 

  

Source: HMI Data; Econex calculations 

80 The exclusion of many small hospitals and day clinics has an effect when added together. This is 

especially relevant since NHN and independent facilities often tend to be smaller (for example, day 

clinics) while Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and Netcare own predominantly large, acute hospitals. 

While some of the excluded facilities are very small with few beds and will therefore individually 

have a negligible impact on the national market shares, there are some exclusions where an 

individual facility has a large number of beds that will impact the market share results. Assumptions 

can be made why some large facilities were excluded based on the general reasons provided by 

the HMI (e.g. specialist hospitals), but since no intermediate datasets or reason for each hospital 

were provided, the final dataset cannot be verified. 

4.4 Market share data based on admissions data 

81 Having pointed out the flaws in the bed data set, we now turn to the market shares based on 

admission data. The HMI reports two very different sets of market shares based on admissions 

(see Table 1, column 3 and 4) in the Provisional Report, with Mediclinic’s share dropping from 

28.5% in the first instance (p.184) to 24% in the second (p. 288). The report mentions the 

combined market share of the three large hospital groups multiple times, most notably in the 

Executive Summary (p. 11, para 45) where it states that the combined market share in terms of 
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admissions is 90%. This refers to the first set of market shares reported; if the second set is used to 

calculate the combined share, it is 76%. Other references within the HMI’s reports focus on the 

second set; i.e. referring to the fact that the largest three hospital groups together account for 76% 

of admissions. Importantly, the data used to calculate this (76% combined market share) is what 

underpins much of the work presented in the Provisional Report and Annexures. This (76% 

combined market share) is relied on in the Bargaining Annexure which was available for inspection 

in the HMI data room. It was also found when analysing NMG’s underlying data to its calculations 

in the data room.  

82 No explanation for the differences shown above are provided, except that the labels to these 

figures indicate that the first column pools all admissions for the five years between 2010 and 2014; 

whilst the second column shows market shares based on admissions in 2014. If these differences 

are simply attributable to the time differences relating to the underlying sample, this would indicate 

that the market has become significantly more competitive over time, with 2014 data showing a 

much smaller percentage of admissions captured by the three hospitals groups, relative to what is 

shown by the data covering 2014 and the prior four years cumulatively.   

83 Alongside the above we note firstly, that it is possible that admissions to a different set of facilities 

were used in the two calculations and secondly, the way in which the facilities data was compiled 

may also have inflated the market shares for the three hospital groups. In the first instance, the 

paragraph preceding Table 6.1 (which reflects the combined market share of 90%) states that 

“…we used data for the relevant facilities classified 057, 058 and 077…”. From this statement it can 

reasonably be assumed that the admissions used to calculate the combined market share of 90.1% 

are those of the 194 facilities in the final dataset. As illustrated in Figure 1, Mediclinic, Life 

Healthcare and Netcare are over-represented in this reduced dataset. On the other hand, the 

footnote accompanying Figure 6.14 of the Provisional Report (which reflects the combined market 

share of 76%) states that “The market shares were calculated based on admissions data for all the 

private healthcare facilities.” 49 [emphasis added].  

84 In addition to the two calculations of market shares being based on dramatically different numbers 

of hospitals, there are also differences in the definition of an admission between the two 

calculations. The following is noted by the HMI in calculating these market shares where the 

combined market share of 90% for the largest three hospital groups is found: 

85 “The admissions data was sourced primarily from the three hospital groups. However, given 

resource constraints, smaller groups were unable to provide the admissions data, or alternatively 

the submitted data was of poor quality, thus not usable. We could not have excluded the smaller 

                                                      
49 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 229, footnote 156. 
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hospitals in the analysis, as this would have biased the analysis. To this end, we supplemented the 

data with the claims data obtained from the medical schemes, converted to reflect admission 

episodes.” 50  

86 This means that two different sources of data were used for this overall dataset. This is relevant 

insofar as admissions are determined differently between these two sources. In our earlier data 

room feedback reports51 we have shown that the HMI, in defining admission episodes using funder 

data, classifies an emergency room or other outpatient event linked to an in-hospital admission as 

one admission. This differs to how the hospitals classify such scenarios, with this type of admission 

being classified as two events in the hospitals’ data.52 In other words, in a case where a patient has 

an emergency visit, followed by admission to hospital, Mediclinic would count this as two separate 

events. The HMI episode grouper would count this as a single event. The Mediclinic approach 

allows for separate analysis of emergency visits, which the HMI approach does not. Comparisons 

of data across Mediclinic and the HMI are impeded by the definitional difference.  

87 These two different data sources and admission definitions mean that the 90% share by the three 

largest hospital groups is inflated, because the definition of an admission in the hospital data 

double counts emergency visits that result in an admission relative to the definition of an admission 

used by the HMI. This is illustrated in Table 8 below. Based on Mediclinic data for the period 2010 

to 2014 it is estimated that the number of admissions is overstated by 10.1%.  

Table 8:  

Event type Proportion of events 2010–2014 

  

Source: Mediclinic South Africa internal data 

                                                      
50 HMI, 2018. Hospital Database Methodology, p. 6, par. 16. 
51 Econex/ Percept, 2018. Comprehensive Feedback Report: Eight HMI Reports and 2018 Data Room Access, pp. 38-39. 
52 This issue has been described in our earlier submission to the HMI following prior data room access. See, for example: Econex/ 
Percept, 2018. Comprehensive Feedback Report: Eight HMI Reports and 2018 Data Room Access, para. 114.  
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88 That the above concerns are correct was confirmed on a call with the HMI, held on 29 August 

2018.53 On this call the HMI indicated that:   

89 The 76% market share derives from the dataset that includes all facilities for which there were 

claims data (400+ facilities). It is also derived from funder data and therefore uses the definition of 

episodes for admissions (as explained in NMG publications for the HMI). The 90% market share 

derives from the dataset that includes only the 194 facilities that the HMI determined to be in the 

relevant market. It is also derived using both funder and hospital data. For the big three hospital 

groups (Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and Netcare), hospital admissions data are used. For all other 

facilities, funder admissions data are used.54  

90 Following on from this call and at our request, the HMI advised Riskscape (who was responsible for 

this analysis) to check what the implications were as a result of the definitional differences for 

admissions, as described above. In response to this Riskscape provided a check55 that indicated 

that controlling for these definitional differences (by screening for double-counting in the hospital 

data) would make limited differences to the findings regarding concentration at a local level (this is 

based on the Riskscape assessment). No indication of what the implications were for the national 

market share were provided. It was not clear that Riskscape was privy to these definitional 

differences ahead of this concern being raised.  

91 We have already addressed the HMI’s flawed product market definition (Section 4.2.2.1). This 

brings into question the calculation derived from the 194 facilities. In addition to this, the reliance on 

two different data sources with significant definitional differences raises further doubt about the 

accuracy of the HMI’s calculation that 90% of admissions are attributable to the three large hospital 

groups. The evidence discussed above indicates that this is incorrect and an overestimate.  

4.5 Results of recalculated market shares and concentration 

92 We recalculate the market shares and concentration for the market to better form an estimate of 

the true levels of concentration in the market. Since the market shares based on registered beds 

are the basis of the HMI’s consideration of divestiture/ moratoriums, we calculate the market shares 

based on three different datasets to show a more likely range for market shares. 

                                                      
53 Econex call with Adam Lowe (of NMG) and Mapato Ramokgopa (of the HMI). 
54 Econex call with Adam Lowe (of NMG) and Mapato Ramokgopa (of the HMI). 
55 Note received from the HMI on 26 September 2018; Econex call with Riskscape and Mapato Ramokgopa (of the HMI) on 1 
October 2018.  
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4.5.1 Registered beds 

93 When all types of facilities are included in the calculation of market share, the proportion made up 

by Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and Netcare decreases significantly, while the NHN and 

Independents’ market share increases drastically, as compared to the HMI’s findings. Figure 2 

compares the market share of the hospital groups and that of the NHN and independent facilities 

calculated in four different ways: 

(i) The HMI’s market shares based on hospitals and day clinics in its final list (194 facilities) as 

per Table 6.1 in the Provisional Report. 

(ii) Estimates of the market shares based on the HMI data, with the main difference from the 

HMI’s final list of facilities relied upon, being that it includes all facilities and all types of beds 

that were in operation by 2014; the bed numbers are taken from the final list and for those 

not included in the list, as at 2016 (to be comparable with the market shares calculated by 

the HMI in its Table 6.1). The latter has likely not been confirmed by all hospitals in 2016 (as 

was the case for the beds for three large hospital groups) and more likely to contain errors 

than the database of 194 facilities. 

(iii) Estimates of the market shares based on the HMI data, with the main difference from the 

HMI’s final list of facilities relied upon, being that it includes all facilities and all types of beds 

that were in operation by 2016; the bed numbers are taken from the final list and for those 

not included in the list, as at 2016. Again, the bed numbers of the facilities not on the 194 list 

are more likely to contain errors. 

(iv) Estimates of the market shares based on Econex data56; all types of facilities are included, 

and beds are as at the end of the 2016/17 financial year. 

94 The first point to note is that the shares are highly dependent on what types of facilities are 

included in the product market definition, and whether the facilities that opened after 2017 are also 

included. 

                                                      
56 This dataset was originally compiled for the report “The Economic Footprint of Private Hospital Groups in South Africa: A 
Multiplier Study” (2017) commissioned by the Hospital Association of South Africa (HASA). (Available:  https://www.hasa.co.za/wp-
content/uploads/2017/10/ECONEX_HASA-multiplier-report_26102017.pdf) Mediclinic, Life Healthcare, Netcare and the NHN 
provided hospital and bed number data for the 2014/15 to 2016/17 financial years. This was supplemented with desktop research, 
personal correspondence with facilities, the underlying data from the report “The Contribution of HASA Member Hospitals to the 
South African Economy” (Econex/Quantec Research, 2011) and data obtained from Insight Actuaries and Consultants. Econex’s 
dataset was updated in July 2018 with additional desktop research. The dataset consists of acute hospitals, day clinics, (physical) 
rehabilitation facilities, psychiatric institutions, ophthalmology hospitals, sub-acute facilities and drug and alcohol rehabilitation 
facilities and unattached operating theatres. Since the classification of facilities as NHN or differs from the classification in the HMI’s 
data, it is combined to create a more accurate comparison. 

https://www.hasa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ECONEX_HASA-multiplier-report_26102017.pdf
https://www.hasa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ECONEX_HASA-multiplier-report_26102017.pdf
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95 The second point to note is that the market share of Mediclinic drops from 25.3% in the HMI’s 

calculation (bar i) by between 4-5% points in the three other calculations of the market shares (bars 

ii to iv). Notable is that the market share of NHN and independent hospitals (combined) roughly 

doubles in every case. We note again that these are only estimates of the market shares and that 

these estimates are plagued by the errors in the HMI’s dataset as set out above; nonetheless it 

shows that the market shares calculated by the HMI do not represent an accurate picture of the 

market. As a result, these overestimate the market shares of the three hospital groups. 

Figure 2: Comparison of groups’ market shares based on registered beds 

 

Source: Provisional Report, p. 184, Table 6.1; HMI data; Econex database of private healthcare facilities 

(updated July 2018) 

96 The HMI goes on to use the market shares based on registered beds and on admissions to 

calculate national HHIs for the market. They refer to US merger guidelines, which consider a 
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market ‘to be (i) not concentrated if HHI is below 1500 (ii) moderately concentrated if HHI is 

between 1500 and 2500 and (iii) highly concentrated if HHI is above 2500.’ 57 The HMI calculates 

the HHIs in both the case of market shares based on registered beds and admissions to be above 

2,500 (2,521 for registered beds, and 2,784 for admissions, respectively, as shown below).58  

97 Based on the market share information shown above, the HHI for the private hospital market can 

be recalculated. As expected, using a broader product market definition (bars (ii) and (iii) in Figure 

2)59 results in lower HHIs; in both cases the HHI now indicates a moderately concentrated market 

(below 2,500). 

Table 9: HHIs based on number of registered beds 

HMI: 

(i) Registered beds (private 

hospitals and day clinics), 

2016 (HMI data and 

calculations, p. 184) 

Econex: 

(ii) Registered beds (all 

types), if facility open by 

2014, beds in 2016 (HMI 

data, Econex calculations, 

estimate) 

Econex: 

(iii) Registered beds (all types), 

if facility open by 2016, beds in 

2016 (HMI data, Econex 

calculations, estimate) 

2,521 2,179 2,183 

 

4.5.2 Admissions 

98 Table 10 shows the HHIs calculated using the market shares based on admissions that are shown 

in Table 1 of this report. Again, recalculated HHIs based on more complete HMI data60 (column 2 

and 3) indicate that the market is now moderately concentrated. 

                                                      
57 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 183, para 106. 
58 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 184, Table 6.1. 
59 Since the classification of facilities as NHN or independent differs between the HMI’s dataset and the Econex database, it would 
not be accurate to compare HHIs that were calculated from data using the HMI’s classification and with an HHI calculated using the 
Econex database. Nonetheless, the HHIs calculated based on the HMIs data indicates the market is only moderately concentrated. 
60 Note again that we have not updated admissions for more recent years and that this data is therefore outdated. This was not 
done due to the disconnect of the admissions and beds databases provided to us by the HMI. As explained in the section, the 
admissions data used by the HMI to come to a combined market share of 76% for the three big groups  
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Table 10: HHIs based on number of admissions 

HMI: 

HHI based on admissions, 

2010-2014 (Provisional 

Report, p. 184) 

Econex: 

HHI based on admissions, 

2014 (Provisional Report, p. 

228; Econex calculations) 

Econex: 

HHI based on admissions, 2014 

(Bargaining Annexure, p.14; 

NMG calculations in data room) 

2,784 2,216 2,210 

4.6 Conclusions on national concentration 

99 This is the first time that the HMI published calculations of the market shares and concentration. 

This section has shown, however, that the HMI’s calculations of national market shares and 

concentration are riddled with methodological and data errors. Most problematic is the fact that the 

HMI’s analysis ends in 2014 and therefore disregards the significant changes the market has 

undergone since then. Also, of great concern is the fact that the HMI based these important 

analyses on an extremely limited and biased database due its very narrow, but unsupported, 

product market definition. The HMI’s finding that the national market is ‘highly concentrated’ is 

therefore based on unreliable and unrealistic analyses. 

100 We recalculate the national market shares and concentration (HHI) based on a broader product 

market definition and later time period. The range of more realistic market shares and HHIs these 

calculations yield indicate that the market can no longer be viewed as ‘highly concentrated’ but 

instead only ‘moderately concentrated’.  

101 Additionally, based on our recalculation of Mediclinic’s market share, we find that Mediclinic has a 

market share based on beds that is much lower than 25.3%, and around the (arbitrary) 20% 

benchmark considered by the HMI with respect to divestiture and moratoriums. 

102 Similar to the case of registered beds, using the more correct market shares based on admissions 

as shown by the HMI on page 228, para 326 (which refers to a combined market share of the three 

large hospital groups of 76%) again results in an HHI that indicates the market cannot be viewed 

as ‘highly concentrated’ but only moderately concentrated. 

103 Ultimately, the HMI’s analyses of national concentration are deeply flawed, and once a more 

appropriate methodology, time-period and dataset are used, the market is no longer ‘highly 

concentrated’, but moderately concentrated. 
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4.7 Local concentration 

104 The previous sections discussed market shares at a national level. The HMI also calculated the 

market shares and concentration at a local level. Again, this is the first time that stakeholders see 

any local concentration analyses and results. While the HMI points out that concentration in local 

markets is similar to data submitted by Mediclinic, it must be pointed out that was compiled in June 

2013 (and updated in October 2014). This is therefore outdated data which should at the very least 

be updated. But more importantly, as elaborated on below, our main problem is the way in which 

the HMI used the local concentration data to prove their local theory of harm. Since their 

methodology of classifying a region as either unconcentrated/ moderately concentrated/ highly 

concentrated is flawed, they provided a sample of regions to their experts for final analysis. As we 

point out in section 5.3.1 that only 12% of the regions were included in the sample and used for the 

analysis. We elaborate on this below.   

4.7.1 The conclusion that markets are concentrated at the local level ignores issues of access in 
geographically disparate or under-serviced areas 

105 An overarching concern with the local concentration analysis is that it ignores the issues of access 

in geographically disparate or under-serviced areas. Table 6.2 of the Provisional Report lists the 

hospitals with fascia counts equal to or below one. It is clear from this list that the majority of the 

hospitals in concentrated markets are in outlying parts of South Africa with small markets in terms 

of medical scheme coverage. This can be seen visually in Figure 6.7 of the Provisional Report. 

Figure 6.7 should be considered together with a medical scheme population density map to better 

interpret the results. It is likely that many of these markets cannot sustain multiple hospitals – the 

question of access has to, therefore, be balanced against the question of concentration. The 

mapping is also distorted by the exclusion of sub-acute and specialised hospitals which tend to 

have broader geographical distribution than acute hospitals. 

4.7.2 Geographic analysis based on deeply flawed data 

106 All of the geographical analyses that have been done are adversely affected by the use of two 

different sources of data for determining the patient’s geolocation. For the three larger groups, their 

own data is used. In these datasets an admission is defined using each hospital groups definition 

of an admission. From inspection of the data it appears that there are separate lines for each type 

of event (inpatient, day patient, ambulatory). In the Mediclinic data, a patient who visits the 

emergency room and is then admitted will have two separate entries (as discussed and illustrated 

in Section 4.4). For the other (NHN and Independent) hospitals, the funder data set is used. In the 

funder data a definition of an episode has been used to group events occurring in close time 

proximity. In the case of the example above, a patient with a visit to the emergency room and an 
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inpatient admission will be considered as a single line. These definitions are inconsistent and will 

affect the calculation of the catchment area. Because emergency room and outpatient visits are 

likely to be drawn from a population located in close proximity to the hospital the catchment area 

for the three larger hospital groups is likely to be skewed downwards relative to the other hospitals. 

This will affect both the radial and Lavielle methods. The Lavielle method will be affected if there is 

a population density break linked to location of patients making use of emergency room and 

outpatient facilities. The average catchment area for NHN hospitals is 28% greater than the overall 

average catchment area. However, this is not a strong enough indication of the potential effect of 

using different sources of data and definitions of admissions. To test the impact of using 

inconsistent datasets it is necessary to run the geolocation models separately for the inpatient lines 

(in addition to the full dataset).  

107 The use of different sources of data also impacts on the quality of the geolocation data used. For 

the three larger hospital groups, patient location is based on their own admission data whilst for the 

other hospitals, patient location is based on funder data. Hospital admission data should be more 

accurate for a range of reasons including how recent the address is, increased likelihood of a home 

address and not an employment address, and increased likelihood of it being the address of the 

patient as opposed to the principal member. The HMI notes the “acknowledgment by funders that 

databases of their members’ physical addresses are not as accurate as they should be.”61 Again, 

this points to an inconsistency in how the catchment areas are calculated for the three hospital 

groups as compared to NHN and independent hospitals.  

108 There is no evidence of analysis done to verify the quality of the geolocation data in the funder 

data, other than to quantify the extent of missing data.  

4.7.3 Geographic analyses based on an implicit assumption of static catchment areas 

109 The catchment analysis was done on data for the period 2010 to 2014 (inclusive), and not year by 

year. The advantage of grouping the data is that the volume of data is more reliable. However, the 

dynamic nature of catchment areas is lost as we are not able to see the extent to which areas shift 

over time (for example, in response to a change in quality, available technology, available medical 

practitioners, new market entrants). 

110 Taking a static approach does not allow for the impact of entry and expansion and ignores the 

change in competitive dynamics over time. Given that the market has become more competitive 

over time (as discussed in 4.3.1) the use of older data to derive catchment areas is flawed. We 

have shown that this must be material, since there have been many new entrants in recent years.  

                                                      
61 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 9, para 30.3. 
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4.7.4 Phase three of the HMI’s work unpublished 

111 It is important to highlight that the HMI’s (published) work pertaining to this is incomplete. The 

following excerpts from the HMI’s report indicate this: 

112 “Various models and base analytical processes were run to determine, among other things, 

expenditure and costs trends, profitability and market power. The results from all the analytical 

work, including the input of the technical team and panel members, formed part of comprehensive 

reports on each set of service providers. These reports included… Associated Projects and Various 

Case Studies.” 62  

113 “We will also use the concentration indicators and the results of the statistical tests to select 

markets to conduct case studies. The case studies provide an in-depth analysis of the influence of 

concentration on competitive dynamics at a local level. To conduct the case study analysis, the 

HMI will request for submissions from the relevant stakeholders on selected areas of focus. The 

results of the case study analysis will be incorporated in the main report at a later stage.” 63  

114 “In order to better understand what is driving these results, it is necessary to embark on a more 

detailed analysis of individual regions. In this regard, the HMI will continue to further analyse these 

results, and do the work identified earlier as Phase 3, the case-studies of regional hospital 

concentrations, to be included in the final report.” 64  

115 It is concerning that new content (that is central to the HMI’s understanding of regional 

concentration and economic impact) will be published in the HMI’s final report (i.e. without 

provisional publication of this). Notwithstanding this, we have shown above that the HMI’s selection 

of markets to draw central conclusions from is problematic, with the accompanying methodology for 

further analysis of these (selected) markets also being flawed. This renders the results 

meaningless and casts doubt on any further analysis in this respect.  

4.7.5 Conclusion on local concentration analysis 

116 Similar to the case of national concentration, the HMI’s local concentration analysis contains 

several errors. In addition, it does not take the issue of access to facilities in under-serviced or 

geographically disparate areas into account, nor does it consider the geographic distribution of 

medical scheme beneficiaries. Ultimately the results are questionable at best and cannot be relied 

upon as an accurate indicator of the local concentration levels. 

                                                      
62 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 18, para. 42. 
63 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 195, para. 157. 
64 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 239, para. 391. 
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4.8 Concluding Remarks 

117 We showed in this section that the national private hospital market is not highly concentrated, but 

moderately concentrated, when the dataset is corrected for methodological and other errors. In 

addition, we showed that the regional concentration analysis is subject to a number of errors and 

misconceptions. We elaborate on the use of these results in the section on non-price theories 

below.   
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5 Is there evidence of anti-competitive conduct? 

118 The HMI formulates both price and non-price theories of harm when they analyse the conduct of 

the hospital groups. We deal with all evidence put forward by the HMI in respect of these below. 

We show that there is no evidence in favour of any of these theories, with the theories themselves 

additionally being contradictory to the HMI’s recommendations.     

5.1 Price and non-price theory of harm – The HMI’s WHO/OECD analysis  

5.1.1 No price theory of harm, no evidence 

119 We note that the HMI in their provisional report still refers to the WHO/OECD analysis entitled 

“International Comparison of South African Private Hospitals Price Levels” 65, despite that the HMI 

provides no indication of its concluding position on this and the responses submitted by 

stakeholders in relation to this study. 

120 We note the HMI’s notice of 29 March 201766, stating, in relation to this WHO/OECD study that: 

“Without the underlying data, the HMI cannot place any significant weight or evidential value on 

Paper 85 in arriving at its provisional and final findings in line with Guideline for Submissions of 

Technical Data and Analysis.” 

121 Following this and on 18 July 2017 the HMI however indicated67 that the relevant data would be 

made available in a data room, which subsequently took place over 15-16 August 2017. Econex 

(representing Mediclinic) attended this data room session. Following this and in addition to prior 

Econex submissions on the WHO/OECD work68, Econex submitted a feedback report to the HMI 

dated 6 October 201769. This latter document reiterated the many flaws in the OECD paper, 

concluding that the HMI cannot rely on the OECD study in its current format.  

122 No response by the HMI to this (Econex) submission has been received. There is therefore no 

indication of the HMI’s concluding position on this WHO/OECD study and the many responses 

submitted by stakeholders in relation to this study. Despite this, the following reference is still 

included in the Provisional Report: 
                                                      
65 Lorenzoni, L. and Roubal, T (2015) International Comparison of South African Hospital Price Levels OECD Working Paper No. 85, 
World Health Organisation and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Accessed from 
http://www.oecd.org/southafrica/private-hospital-prices-in- south-africa-are-expensive-for-citizens.htm (this paper was published on 
the OECD and WHO websites on 17 February 2017 and presented to the HMI on the same day).  
66 HMI Notice to Stakeholders: Panel position on the OECD/WHO working paper No 85, 29 March 2017. Available online: 
http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Notice-to-Stakeholders-OECD-WP-85-Final.pdf 
67 HMI Notice to Stakeholders: OECD/WHO working paper No 85, 18 July 2017. Available online: http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-
content/uploads/2014/09/OECD-Notice-to-Stakeholders-18-July-2017.pdf 
68 Reports dated 1 April 2016 and 20 September 2016.  
69 Econex & NMG: OECD Report – Data Room Access: Expert Feedback Report, 6 October 2017.  
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123 “The Inquiry also considered a study by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the OECD on 

international comparison of South African hospital price levels. The study found that South Africa 

has one of the most expensive private healthcare systems in the world. According to the study, 

price levels for private hospital services in South Africa are comparable to the levels observed 

across OECD countries and are higher than expected given the country’s level of income. 

International comparison of South African private hospital tariffs levels shows that private hospital 

prices in South Africa are around the levels observed in countries with much higher GDP and GDP 

per capita levels, such as France, Germany or the United Kingdom.” 70  

124 The HMI, referring to this WHO/OECD study, states that: “The Inquiry acknowledges that this study 

has been criticised inter alia relating to the methodology applied, the comparability of the health 

systems in the study and the sample size used in the analysis. International comparison of prices, 

particularly in healthcare markets, is a complex exercise for a variety of reasons. For purposes of 

this analysis, the Inquiry does not do so but rather relies on its own findings.” 71  

125 Whilst this statement does not appear entirely conclusive of the HMI’s own position on this OECD 

study, we reiterate our earlier critique72, wherein it is indicated that the OECD’s pricing analysis is 

deeply flawed and cannot be relied on.        

5.1.2 No control for relevant factors 

126 Whilst the above provides some indication (albeit unclear) that the HMI concludes against reliance 

on the WHO/OECD analysis of (and general approach in relation to) price comparisons, no 

indication is provided on the HMI’s position with regard to a comparison of utilisation indicators (as 

carried out by the WHO/OECD study and commented on by stakeholders). Multiple references in 

this regard are made throughout the Provisional Report. These are instances where the HMI has 

followed the same principles applied in the WHO/OECD study (i.e. drawing insights from 

international comparisons without adequate study): 

• “Absolute age-adjusted hospital admission rates increased significantly from 2010-2014 (the 

period for which we had data) and were higher than all but two of 17 OECD countries 

compared against.”73   

• “Although the analysis shows that there is a decrease in length of stay (LoS) during the 

analysis period, the LoS per admission remain relatively high, compared to other OECD 

countries. This indicates high levels of hospital use”.74 

                                                      
70 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 236, para. 371.  
71 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 237, para. 372.  
72 Econex & NMG: OECD Report – Data Room Access: Expert Feedback Report, 6 October 2017.  
73 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 8, para. 18.  
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• “The Inquiry considered LoC in the SID analysis in Chapter 8 on SID which confirms that LoC 

in South Africa is relatively higher compared to other OECD countries.”75 

• “In selected diagnoses where there is discretion around whether or not to admit a patient, 

South Africa tends to over-service compared to OECD countries.”76 

• “Hospitalisation rates increased significantly for the South African private sector over the 

period 2010 to 2014 and were higher than the majority of the OECD countries.”77 

• “Overall hospitalisation rates increased significantly for the South African private sector over 

the period 2010-2014 and were higher than all but 2 of the OECD countries for which 

complete data were available over this period.”78 

• “Figure 8.2 shows relative admission rates compared to a sample of OECD countries for 

discretionary procedures… South African private rates are above the benchmark for 6 out of 

seven conditions and are higher than any other country for three procedures.”79 

127 The HMI’s approach in this regard ignores the submissions made by stakeholders wherein it is 

cautioned that international comparisons of utilisation (as with prices) are subject to many problems 

and require account for factors such as the following: 

• Differing healthcare systems (public versus private); 

• Differing service delivery models; 

• Differing burdens of disease; 

• Differing severities of cases;  

• Differing quality of care; and 

• Differing definitions (e.g. for admissions, LoS). 

128 None of these are accounted for by the HMI when making the above-mentioned statements. 

129 To illustrate the HMI’s disregard for these controls, one may consider how the HMI carried out the 

age adjustment for its comparison of utilisation data between OECD countries and South Africa. 

Following the data room exercise, we were provided with a file that illustrates this.80 Herein it is 

indicated that the population over which the OECD data was adjusted is the total country 

population. This is shown below, where the first column shows the 2012 OECD data used by the 

                                                                                                                                                                           
74 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 231, para. 337.  
75 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 232, para. 341. 
76 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 246, para. 429. 
77 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 252, para. 462. 
78 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 378, para. 11. 
79 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 380, para. 13. 
80 Data file: “Copy of SID_results Data room”, received from the HMI in August 2018, following the August 2018 data room exercise.  
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HMI for age standardisation and the second column shows World Bank data for country 

populations in 2012.  

Table 11: Population data relied on by the HMI for age standardisation and comparison to 
South African private healthcare sector utilisation rates, 2012 

Country 
OECD population used 

by HMI for age 
standardisation (1) 

OECD total population 
sourced from World 

Bank (2) 
(1÷2) 

Australia 22,728,000  22,742,475 100% 

Austria 8,426,311  8,429,991 100% 

Belgium 11,128,250  11,128,246 100% 

Canada 34,880,490  34,750,545 100% 

Denmark 5,591,572  5,591,572 100% 

Finland 5,413,000  5,413,971 100% 

France 63,514,000  65,659,789 97% 

Germany 80,425,820  80,425,823 100% 

Hungary 9,920,361  9,920,362 100% 

Ireland 4,585,400  4,599,533 100% 

Israel 7,910,500  7,910,500 100% 

Italy 60,916,200  59,539,717 102% 

Luxembourg 530,946  530,946 100% 

New Zealand 4,408,100  4,408,100 100% 

Portugal 10,514,840  10,514,844 100% 

Spain 46,766,400  46,773,055 100% 

Sweden 9,519,374  9,519,374 100% 

United Kingdom 62,858,800  63,700,300 99% 

South Africa 8,778,661 52,998,213 17% 
Source: HMI; World Bank 81 

130 The above shows that the population considered by the HMI for OECD countries is the whole 

population; i.e. the HMI is comparing the OECD total population with the South African private 

healthcare sector population.  

131 Table 12 below provides a further illustration of the fact that the HMI has done little to control for 

differences in the samples compared. This same table was presented in our submissions to the 

HMI82 in response to the prior OECD study that was submitted to the HMI, but these factors have 

still not been considered by the HMI.83  

                                                      
81 World Bank Data Bank. 
82 Econex & NMG: OECD Report – Data Room Access: Expert Feedback Report, 6 October 2017, pp. 7-8.  
83 Regarding the prior OECD study: The representatives confirmed that the initial aim of their study was to carry out an analysis for 

both the public and private healthcare sectors of South Africa. From this it was then intended to make country-to-country 
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Table 12: Summary of sample differences/ controls required 

Comparability check 
South African 

sample 
OECD sample Comparable? 

Is treatment at public 

or private facilities in 

question? 

Private hospitals Public/private hospitals X 

Which type of private 

coverage is 

considered? 

Supplementary, 

duplicative 

Supplementary, duplicative, 

complementary; with varying 

combinations (in addition to, as 

mentioned above, public healthcare) 

X 

How representative 

are the samples of the 

respective private 

healthcare 

populations? 

Beneficiaries covered 

by medical schemes 

(private coverage) 

Participating countries conduct their 

own surveys, each with a different 

sample size; Eurostat and the OECD 

verify the methodologies used; 

unclear whether this focuses on 

private or public healthcare coverage 

X 

What is the service 

delivery model of the 

respective healthcare 

systems? 

Catastrophic based 

hospital care 

combined with step-

down facilities84 

This is not considered by the OECD X 

What do the 

demographics of each 

respective population 

look like? 

Burden of disease 

(consider regulatory 

landscape and 

resultant anti-

selection) 

This is not considered by the OECD X 

 

132 Related to the above tabled factors, healthcare in the South African public sector is subject to 

rationing based on the national and provincial budgets. Consequently, certain procedures have 

extended waiting periods85 and are not available in the public sector. Elective hip and knee surgery 

are examples of case types included in the study impacted by this. High (and increasing) rates of 

these procedures performed in the private sector may therefore also result from lower utilisation in 
                                                                                                                                                                           
comparisons, i.e. comparing South African healthcare prices to those for a range of OECD countries. After starting the process, the 

OECD however found that the required data were not available for the South African public sector. The decision to hence focus on 

the private healthcare sector only, comparing this to other countries (with both public and private providers and funders combined) 

stemmed solely from data availability. This raises problems of selection bias and inappropriate comparators. That this is the case 

has been described in our prior 2017 submission (referenced above), para. 36.  
84 Step-down facilities will not always be included but do influence the data, as one would expect higher average hospital cost per 
day but lower length of stay of people are moved to step down facilities.  
85 In some instances, over eight years have been reported. [E-mail correspondence from Dr Grant Rex on 13 September 2017. Dr 
Rex previously was the Superintendent at Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital.] 
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the public sector. This again illustrates that the sample for South Africa is not comparable with the 

OECD countries and that the comparisons that are included in the Provisional Report are invalid.   

133 In addition to the overall and selective admissions that the HMI compares, it also presents a 

comparison of ICU admission rates between OECD countries and South Africa. This suffers from 

the same flaws as noted above; i.e. there is no control for relevant factors in making this 

comparison.  

134 That one needs to control for relevant factors in such a comparison of ICU admission rates is 

highlighted by the very study from which the HMI extracts its ICU admission data:86 

135 “No standard definition existed for acute care hospital or intensive care beds across countries… 

Absolute critical care services vary dramatically between countries with wide differences in both 

numbers of beds and volume of admissions… Other comparisons of the United States (with a 

relatively high number of ICU beds per capita), with other countries have also noted differences in 

case-mix and outcomes… a limitation of our method for acquiring data are differences in definitions 

regarding what constitutes an acute care hospital bed, an intensive care bed, and how beds/ 

admissions are counted in different countries… in the United States, where there seem to be few 

acute care hospital beds compared with many other countries, there are data to suggest that this 

may be offset by increasing use of skilled nursing facilities. It is possible that such facilities… 

provide care similar to that delivered in some acute care hospitals. Clearly, despite the patterns 

observed in our study, the overall provision of intensive care beds may be driven by many factors 

in each country. Further work is needed to understand the complexity of these patterns across 

countries.” 87  

136 If there are no clear categorisations of and reasons for ICU beds across countries, there are also 

expected to be no clear categorisations of and reasons for ICU admissions across countries. That 

this prevents any conclusive findings on the differing levels of ICU care is made clear by the very 

study from which the HMI sourced its data, albeit that this is not recognised in the Provisional 

Report.  

137 This principle (of requiring controls) is indicated by the HMI in its own calculation regarding the cost 

of ICU admissions. The HMI states:  

                                                      
86 Hannah Wunsch, MD, MSc; Derek C. Angus, MD, MPH; David A. Harrison. Variation in critical care services across North 
America and Western Europe, Crit Care Med 2008 Vol. 36, No. 10. 
87 Hannah Wunsch, MD, MSc; Derek C. Angus, MD, MPH; David A. Harrison. Variation in critical care services across North 
America and Western Europe, Crit Care Med 2008 Vol. 36, No. 10, pp. 2787 - 2788, 2790 – 2791.  
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138 “For the same length of stay, patient age, chronic and illness profile and procedures provided, an 

admission that includes an ICU stay costs approximately R38 000 more than one that does not 

involve ICU.” 88  

139 If all of these factors are controlled for in comparing prices within an ICU admission across 

individual admissions, it is unclear why they would not be controlled for in comparing utilisation 

across countries, i.e. in considering the specific care provided for in ICU admissions and the clinical 

profile of the population being served.  

140 The HMI goes on89 to calculate how much could be saved by lowering ICU rates in South Africa’s 

private healthcare sector. This however includes no analysis of the portion of ICU admissions that 

are ‘excessive’ and hence could be ‘saved’ (without compromising healthcare outcomes). This 

again stems from the fact that no account is made for relevant controls.    

141 The study (from which the HMI extracted its ICU data) also does not indicate the sample size 

covered in the estimates for each country, rather indicating that data were compiled from 

collaborators in each country: 

142 “A collaborator in each country of interest who has experience in critical care health services 

research was identified. Because we were interested in available information, we sought only crude 

information on the provision of national critical care services that could be reasonably compared 

between countries.” 90  

143 There are no indications of whether the data surveyed are representative of the country as a whole 

or the privately insured population.  

5.1.3 Further errors and inconsistencies  

144 As an aside we note errors in the study. Per illustration, the HMI notes that Germany’s ICU 

admissions are 2,553 per 100,000 population91; the study from which this data derives lists this as 

2,35392.  

145 The HMI also in its data files93 indicates that it extracts the South Africa caesarean rate (for 

comparison with OECD countries) from a published study (“due to the possibility of non-hospital 
                                                      
88 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 382, para. 16. 
89 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 382, para. 16. 
90 Hannah Wunsch, MD, MSc; Derek C. Angus, MD, MPH; David A. Harrison. Variation in critical care services across North 
America and Western Europe, Crit Care Med 2008 Vol. 36, No. 10, p. 2788.  
91 Data file: “Copy of SID_results Data room”, received from the HMI in August 2018, following the August data room exercise. 
92 Hannah Wunsch, MD, MSc; Derek C. Angus, MD, MPH; David A. Harrison. Variation in critical care services across North 

America and Western Europe, Crit Care Med 2008 Vol. 36, No. 10, p. 2789. 
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based deliveries not captured in our data” 94), but provides no indication as to what study this is; 

this is not referenced or mentioned in the HMI’s provisional report. 

5.1.4 Unsubstantiated data or analyses  

146 Certain of the above references are also not based on any analysis contained within the 

Provisional Report, without indication of where they stem from. The below statement is an example 

of this: 

147 “Although the analysis shows that there is a decrease in LoS during the analysis period, the LoS 

per admission remains relatively high, compared to other OECD countries. This indicates high 

levels of hospital use.”95 

148 A comparison of LoS to OECD countries is absent from the Provisional Report. This indicates a 

lack of clarity and consistency in the Provisional Report. No credible conclusions and 

recommendations can be drawn from this study. 

5.1.5 Inconsistent principles applied  

149 It must be noted that the OECD-related analysis by the HMI is not a study of SID. It seems rather 

that this was carried out in order to test the idea that South African rates of admissions (in general 

and for certain admissions determined by the HMI to be discretionary) are high relative to OECD 

countries, supporting the need to test for SID. As indicated above, this type of assessment would 

require control for certain factors, which the HMI has not done. The need to control for these 

factors is however highlighted by the HMI’s own study of SID, where multiple factors are controlled 

for. Whilst these factors may not be complete, the principle of controlling for certain factors 

illustrates the HMI’s understanding that such a simple test as was carried out in relation to the 

OECD data is not meaningful, detracting from any rational interpretations.  

5.2 Price and non-price theory of harm – The HMI’s expenditure reports  

5.2.1 No price theory of harm and no evidence 

150 The HMI’s expenditure reports provide no further insight into evidence of anti-competitive 

behaviour in respect of price. This is for example highlighted in the Provisional Report, wherein it is 

stated: 

                                                                                                                                                                           
93 Data file: “Copy of SID_results Data room”, received from the HMI in August 2018, following the August data room exercise. 
94 Data file: “Copy of SID_results Data room”, received from the HMI in August 2018, following the August data room exercise. 
95 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 231, para. 337.  
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151 “Overall, the Inquiry’s view is that beyond what can be explained by the demographic and clinical 

factors, increasing utilisation over time explains the bulk of the increase in hospital expenditure as 

seen in the increase in admissions, average length of hospital stay (LoS) and level of care (LoC).” 
96  

152 In Section 5.3 and 5.4 we hence move on to consider if there is a relevant non-price theory of 

harm, and whether there is evidence in favour of this. Before moving to this we however discuss 

concerns with the HMI’s limited responses to our previous critiques in respect of the pricing 

analyses.    

5.2.2 Limited responses to previous critiques 

153 Upon our initial perusal of the Provisional Report and Annexures, we noted multiple changes 

and/or updates that were unexplained in these documents. Per illustration: 

• Tables 65-76 (all 12 tables) of the HMI’s December 2017 Facilities Report differ to the related 

(12) Tables 73-84 of the HMI’s July 2018 Facilities Report. These refer to admission trends by 

ARM status. No explanation for these differences/ updates was provided. 

• The majority of the December 2017 PMB Report differs to the related July 2018 PMB Report. 

No explanation for these differences/ updates was provided. 

154 These significant changes to PMB and ARM related data, without initial explanation by the HMI, are 

most concerning. We enquired with NMG through the August 2018 data room exercise about these 

two items. From this we attained verbal indication that the changes in respect of ARM data are due 

to corrected underlying data with the new rule that where one or more of the identified ARM codes 

made up more than 10% of the total expenditure for the admission, the admission was labelled as 

an ARM admission.97 We also attained verbal confirmation from NMG that the PMB data have 

changed due to an issue relating to a particular administrator, with an ICD10 correction in the 

coding analyses.98   

155 Through the data room exercise NMG explained to us that they had drafted a report explaining all 

of the changes/ updates to the HMI reports and appendices (where these pertained to NMG 

                                                      
96 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 225, para. 322. 
97 This new rule is stated in the HMI’s updated HMI Facilities Report (HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility 
Analyses, July 2018, p.43), albeit with no indication that this is a new methodology and explains the resultant analyses’ changes.  
98 Data room meeting with Adam Lowe of NMG on 13 August 2018. We further note one new paragraph in the PMB report (p.4), 
albeit not contextualized and linked to the updates/changes: “We would further note that a specific issue arises relating to 
emergency coding and PMBs, since any emergency medical condition regardless of diagnosis is deemed a PMB by the regulations 
and may be excluded from the PMBD set. It is acknowledged that some of these claims are potentially missing from the PMBD set, 
and the PMB set depending on how the administrators defined the PMB flags.” 
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analyses).99 This report was received from the HMI on 19 September 2018.100 This was despite our 

request for this report shortly following our access to the data room, on 14 August.101  

156 Despite that the above document (albeit received at a late stage, with this being significantly later 

than the Provisional Report and its Annexures) explains changes and/or updates in the Provisional 

Report, prior concerns raised are still not fully addressed.  

157 Two main (data room feedback) submissions were made by Mediclinic’s experts. Firstly, a data 

room access feedback report dated 20 June 2017. Secondly, a feedback report relating to the 

HMI’s eight reports published in December 2017, as well as to the subsequent data room access. 

This latter report is dated 29 March 2018. Finally, a supplementary report was also submitted by 

Mediclinic’s experts. This followed on from the 29 March document and is dated 14 May 2018. 

Together, these documents include comments by Mediclinic’s experts following access to the data 

room over 22-24 May 2017; and 12-16 February and 23 March 2018.  

158 Some of the key concerns raised in those reports include that: 

• The HMI’s clinical (narrow) profile indicator is fundamentally incorrect; 

• The definition of a hospital episode conflates in-patient and out-patient claims; 

• There is no account for medical inflation; 

• There is no account for medical technology;  

• The HMI’s analyses are all affected by the inconsistency of the data.102  

• The HMI’s data do not correspond with other (known) trends; 

                                                      
99 Data room meeting with Adam Lowe of NMG on 13 August 2018.  
100 Email correspondence on 19 September from the HMI to Econex: HMI, 2018. Summary of and Responses to Issues Raised in 
Submissions on Expenditure Analysis Reports, September 2018.  
101 Email correspondence on 14 August 2018 from Susan Meyer of CDH Legal to the HMI.  
102 We note that the HMI has presented a robustness check in its July 2018 Technical Annexure (pp. 12-13). This is however 

limited to one table of descriptive statistics and one table of model results. This therefore allows for minimal inference to be drawn 

about the impact of the HMI’s incomplete data used throughout its analyses. Moreover, upon inspection of the scheme data that are 

considered as complete by the HMI, we note significant incomplete data. As one simple illustration of this, Samwumed (Scheme No. 

61) is considered as a scheme that provided complete data for the full period of analysis. A comparison to CMS data (as presented 

in the HMI’s Descriptive Statistics Annexure) shows that only 40-61% of the data (beneficiaries and claims) was provided for this 

scheme for any given year in the HMI’s analysis. Evidently this is not a scheme with complete data. The Econex/ Percept March 

2018 Data Room Feedback Report (pp. 4-7) indicates the many significant issues that derive from the HMI’s reliance on incomplete 

data. Therein it is shown that the data inconsistency impacts significantly on all of the HMI’s analyses. 
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• Exposure-weighted modelling is possible and produces better overall results.103  

• The HMI’s model results change dependent on the base year used; 

• The HMI’s detailed model results change significantly dependent on the variable ordering; 

• The HMI’s hospital episode models fit poorly, exposing flaws in the episode construction 

methodology; 

• The data processing by the HMI raises many concerns (There are duplicates in the 

admissions data; there are concerns with both ward days and the start and end dates for 

hospital admissions; there are data entries which record zero claims and yet a positive PMB 

amount paid); 

• The HMI’s case-mix adjustment methodology is flawed; 

• The number of admissions varies between HMI reports; 

• There is unclear account for pharmacy data; 

• There is a misinformed approach to the study of any supplier induced demand; 

• The HMI’s member movement variable indicator is unclear in what it measures;  

                                                      
103 We note that the HMI has presented a robustness check in its July 2018 Technical Annexure (pp. 4-7). This however tests for 

materiality at an overall fit level. The Econex/ Percept March 2018 Data Room Feedback Report (pp. 26-31) however raised the 
issue that materiality has been tested only at an overall fit level, and not at the level of any of the sub-analyses. This has not been 

addressed by the HMI. We also note that the HMI has provided various different reasons for its decision to continue with annual 

exposure, with these reasons changing over time. In the HMI’s July 2018 Technical Annexure (p. 4) it is stated that the main 

reasons for not using monthly exposure include the fact that this would add complexity, time and model error to the modelling 

process. In the HMI’s September 2018 Response to Data Room Submissions (pp. 4-5) it is then stated that this is more due to the 

fact that monthly exposure implies the assumption of a linear relationship between the number of months on the scheme and the 

claimed amounts (no mention of the assumptions relied on when using annual exposure are made, i.e. when those moving between 

schemes within a year are double counted). Here it is also argued (p. 4) that it is due to the data (which is in fact monthly). In this 

latter document it is concluded that “Changing the definition would require that all of models used in the CCHMI analyses would 

have to be recoded and then rerun, and all reports and results updated. Given that the arguments above, combined with the fact 

that the test results indicated no material changes would be expected to result from the adjustment, it was deemed unnecessary to 

spend additional time and resources adjusting the models to change the exposure definition.” (p. 5) It is however impossible to know 

whether this is material without doing the work (at sub-analysis level), which the HMI has not done. This is important to understand 

and account for anti-selection. We also note that the HMI states (in relation to the exposure concerns) that: “All of the analyses in 

the reports, barring the funder analyses, are run on the complete set of data and thus are unlikely to be distorted.” (p. 6) This is 

patently untrue.  
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• The HMI’s plan-mix indicator includes (problematic) confounding effects; 

• Alternative Reimbursement Model (ARM) data are inaccurate and significantly understated; 

• There are significant problems with the quality of ICD-10 coding (the PMBD indicator reveals 

serious flaws in the underlying ICD-10 coding; ICD-10 codes have been equally relied upon 

regardless of claim type) – this former issue appears to have been addressed albeit without an 

explanation, but the latter issue remains; 

• The HMI’s classification of admission types is fundamentally flawed (the allocation is impacted 

negatively by missing tariff codes; ARMs are under-identified in the data, and affect the 

classification of maternity, medical and surgical episodes; and medical admissions are 

overstated); 

• The PMB indicator in the Facilities Report is problematic; and 

• The mapping of NAPPI codes to CCS groups is untested. 

159 In our view and as stated in our prior feedback reports to the HMI (detailed above), the concerns 

listed above are of such a nature that the results currently provided in the HMI reports cannot be 

relied upon. The concerns raised impact on the following:  

• The overall level of key indicators (such as lives covered and admission rates);  

• The trends in key indicators;  

• The relative importance of explanatory factors;  

• The size of and trends in the unexplained components of the models; and 

• Comparisons between subsets of the data (for example, between hospital groups and 

admission types).  

160 The HMI’s underlying data and methodologies for their attribution analyses are fraught with a range 

of problems, which combine and compound in ways which flaws the interpretation of the results 

presented by the HMI. The concerns raised cannot be dismissed individually, rather the combined 

effect needs to be carefully considered. The argument that the effects are only material if they are 

in the same direction is not correct – if the effects impact differentially on subsets of the data (for 

example, particular years) they will distort the results presented.  
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161 Whilst analyses of this sort will always be subject to difficulties and criticism, there are several 

methodological choices that could have been made to strengthen the reliability of the results 

produced. These include but are not limited to: the use of monthly exposure; the use of a more 

consistent subset of the data; the use of a standard industry case-mix grouper (although we note 

that is not possible without access to pre-authorisation data); and separate modelling of inpatient 

and outpatient hospital events (now provided). All of these concerns have been detailed in our prior 

submissions, as referenced above.  

162 The combined effect of the data limitations, concerns with model fit and the building blocks of the 

methodology used, render resultant conclusions or recommendations meaningless. 

163 These concerns have not been addressed by the HMI (to the extent that they alleviate our 

concerns), and yet they are fundamental to informing all conclusions drawn in the Provisional 

Report.  

5.2.2.1 No account for hospital inputs costs 

164 As mentioned above, throughout the HMI’s analyses no mention is made of input costs faced by 

hospitals. This is a concern that we have raised in all of our submissions to the HMI to date 

(detailed above). 

165 The Provisional Report104 discusses the various costs that were stated by facilities to be important 

input costs. These include wage inflation (for nurses in particular), exchange rate depreciation 

(affecting imported technology and equipment), consumable prices (affecting medicines and 

surgical devices), electricity costs, etc.  

166 Whilst these are acknowledged by the HMI, they are never included in the HMI’s analyses. Per 

illustration and in relation to wage inflation, the following is stated by the HMI105: “Hospital groups 

highlight wage inflation as a key driver of hospital costs and therefore tariff increases. In their 

submissions, hospital groups identified nursing costs as the key driver of private hospital cost 

increases. Hospital groups indicated that nursing costs account for the largest share of their wage 

bill. Further, the hospital groups submitted that their nursing salary inflation has been above the 

consumer price index (CPI) inflation, influenced by several factors, including a shortage of nurses 

(particularly skilled nurses) precipitated by the closure of public nursing colleges and restrictions on 

private sector training of nurses, emigration of nurses, and the difficulty in employment of foreign 

nurses. The private sector also competes with the public sector for nurses and the implementation 

of an occupational specific dispensation (OSD) for nurses placed upward pressure on private 
                                                      
104 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 225, para. 319. 
105 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 225, para. 319. 
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sector salaries. The Inquiry has not been able to test the veracity of these claims in detail, apart 

from submissions by hospital groups. While it is expected that nursing staff is a key component of 

the hospitals wage bill, the actual increases in nurses’ salaries over time, and how they have 

impacted on expenditure, has not been tested.” 106  

167 Similar acknowledgement of costs (as perceived by stakeholders) is made by the HMI in respect of 

medical technology and its contribution to expenditure: “Hospitals also highlight that the volatile 

exchange rates and the overall depreciation of the Rand has an upward impact on costs, 

particularly the cost of technology and equipment which is often imported. They note that prices are 

sticky downwards and that appreciation does not generally feed through to price decreases.”107 The 

HMI goes on to state: “There is no systematic data on expenditure on health technology in South 

Africa. To arrive at a sense of expenditure trends on health technology, the Inquiry looked at 

expenditure on medical devices, which can be used as a proxy for health technology. South 

Africa’s total expenditure on medical devices increased from $1048 million in 2010 to $1102 million 

in 2016, or a compound annual growth rate of 0.84%. Since South Africa’s medical device industry 

is underdeveloped, imports make up a large percentage (90%) of medical technology and 

devices.”108 It is concerning that this has not been incorporated into the HMI’s expenditure analyses 

(i.e. in explaining a portion of the residual that is found); although this concurrently indicates a 

contained increase in expenditure on medical devices over a period when the Rand was 

significantly devalued. Further and a more complete investigation into this and recognition for this 

cost driver that is influenced by other exogenous factors (predominantly unfavourable exchange 

rates) should be made.  

168 Alongside nursing costs, advancements in medical technology are important costing factors for 

hospitals, with this being well documented globally. For example, in the seminal paper trying to 

disentangle the relationship between rising healthcare costs and medical technology, Newhouse 

(1992)109 stated that he believes technology can explain more than half – perhaps even 75% – of 

the increases in healthcare spending. These figures have since been updated, although authors 

agree that isolating the portion attributable to new medical technology is extremely difficult110 and 

whether it increases or decreases expenditure depends on the specific technology analysed. 

Nonetheless, medical technology as a whole has been estimated to explain between 27% and 48% 

of the growth in real per capita health spending in 23 OECD countries over the period 1960 to 

                                                      
106 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 225, para. 319. 
107 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 226, para. 319.  
108 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 233, para. 347. 
109 Newhouse, J.P. 1992. Medical Care Costs: How Much Welfare Loss? The Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vo. 6, No. 3. (pp. 
3-21). 
110 Dybczak & Przywara (2010) even call it “…the most difficult factor to quantify.” (p.20). 
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2007.111 Similarly, a literature review112 by the US Congressional Budget Office found that 

technology makes up about 50% of the increases and that new technology and its diffusion across 

the US health system was largely responsible for the growth in real healthcare spending. Overall, 

the literature suggests that medical technology contributes between 25% and 75% of increases in 

healthcare spending, with an average of around 50%.113  

169 The HMI does not mention whether they tested, verified or accounted for medical technology or 

any of the other inputs listed above in their analyses. The HMI’s attribution analyses do not include 

any of these factors. The HMI confirms this (lack of analysis) elsewhere in the Provisional Report: 

“It is difficult to isolate the other factors accounting for the unexplained increase in in-hospital 

costs.”114  

170 Notwithstanding the above issues, the HMI goes on to discuss conclusions drawn from this 

analysis, despite that actual input costs are not in any way considered: “Overall, our view is that the 

higher unexplained costs per admission reflect some inefficiencies inherent in the system....”115  

171 Other assumptions are further drawn from this unexplained portion: “Local hospitals across the 

groups may ‘chase’ for patients, beyond the level of efficient costs. These additional costs will be 

reflected in the so called ‘residual/ unexplained factors’.” 116 

172 These statements highlight that the HMI has not accounted for the relevant costs which facilities 

are facing, rendering the expenditure residual open to other (unfounded) interpretations, 

conclusions and recommendations.  

5.2.3 Concern that responses to critiques are not publicly available 

173 To our knowledge and at the time of this submission, the document received from the HMI on 19 

September 2018117 (as described above and relating to the HMI’s responses to prior data room 

submissions and changes/ updated that it has made to the Provisional Report Annexures since 

their prior publication) has also not been made available publicly, albeit that it is required to fully 

appreciate all of the limitations of the HMI’s expenditure analyses. It is clear that there are many 

                                                      
111 Smith, S., Newhouse, J.P. & Freeland, M.S. 2009. Income, Insurance, And Technology: Why Does Health Spending Outpace 
Economic Growth? Health Affairs, Vol. 28, No. 5. 
112 Congressional Budget Office. 2008. Technological Change and the Growth of Health Care Spending. Congressional Budget 
Office: Washington, DC. 
113 Sorensen, C., Drummond, M. & Kahn., B.B., 2013. Medical Technology as a Key Driver of Rising Health Expenditure: 
Disentangling the Relationship. (p. 226). 
114 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 232-3, para. 345-6. 
115 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 233, para. 350.  
116 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 238, para. 385. 
117 Email correspondence on 19 September from the HMI to Econex: HMI, 2018. Summary of and Responses to Issues Raised in 
Submissions on Expenditure Analysis Reports, September 2018.  
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details regarding the HMI’s calculations and cautions around these that are not available publicly 

but have only been possible to uncover through the data room process and our further 

engagements with the experts that carried out the analyses underlying the Provisional Report. This 

raises concern around the integrity of the analytical process followed by the HMI. Additionally, there 

is a repeated issue of shortcomings being noted by the HMI when raised by stakeholders, but then 

not being carried through into the subsequent analyses. Given this, the HMI’s reports require 

stakeholders to have engaged extensively with all of the detail, keeping in mind all of the analytical 

shortcomings when interpreting the results. Evidently this is not possible if the detail and 

shortcomings have not been made publicly available. 

5.2.4 Unexplained errors and/or updates   

174 Perusal of the HMI’s updated appendices and provisional report highlights that there are also 

significant changes (since the December 2017 versions of the HMI reports) that are unexplained. 

These may relate to updates and/or errors. Without explanation from the HMI this is unclear. 

Examples of these are listed below. Notably, these items are separate to new analyses by the HMI 

(e.g. all analyses and data underlying the HMI’s concentration analyses; and new analyses and 

data in respect of general practitioner admissions, schemes with complete data, model 

specification tests, overnight admissions at facilities, supplier-induced demand, etc.). 

• Table 32 of the HMI’s December 2017 Attribution Report differs to the related Table 32 of the 

HMI’s July 2018 Attribution Report. This relates to surgical admissions by all schemes. No 

explanation for these differences/ updates is provided. 

• Tables 35-36 of the HMI’s December 2017 Facilities Report differs to the related Tables 39-40 

of the HMI’s July 2018 Facilities Report. This relates to total cost per admission trends at other 

independent hospitals. No explanation for these differences/ updates is provided. 

• Table 6.11118 reports the overall increase in hospital cost per admission as 8.90%. This is 

different to the HMI’s July 2018 Facilities Report (Tables 51-52), which records this at 8.19%. 

No explanation for these differences/ updates is provided. 

• Table 6.10119 indicates that unexplained increases for the average in-hospital total cost per life 

attribution summary are 3.20%. In the HMI’s July 2018 (Table 13) and December 2017 (Table 

3) Facilities Report this is recorded at 3.23%. No explanation for this difference, as well as all 

                                                      
118 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 227. 
119 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 227. 
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other differences in the same column of this table, is provided. Table 6.12120 further indicates 

that unexplained increases for the average in-hospital total cost per life attribution summary 

are 3.23%. No explanation for this difference (from the page prior), as well as all other 

differences in the same column of this table, is provided. 

• Table 6.11121 indicates entirely unrelated figures for the account of hospital cost per admission 

trends; these figures require validation.  

5.3 Non-price theory of harm – The HMI’s local concentration theory of 

harm 

175 As stated in Section 5.2.1, the HMI’s evidence provides no support for any price related theory of 

harm. We do note that the HMI articulates a concern around an ‘anticompetitive collusive base 

price122’ and postulates that this price was higher than it should have been and has never been 

corrected. Firstly, the HMI puts forward no evidence to support this statement and secondly, it must 

be noted that the price at the time (around 2003) was not the result of collusive action (such as a 

cartel), but rather the outcome of collective bargaining which cannot be assumed to have yielded 

an anticompetitive price per se. Accordingly, we move on now to analyse whether there is any 

evidence of a utilisation related issue, following the HMI’s theories of harm.  

5.3.1 Deeply flawed analysis of the impact of concentration on expenditure 

176 The main critique in relation to the HMI’s regional analysis pertains to the selection of the sample 

for testing of the theory of harm of doctors over-supplying, as well as the way in which this sample 

was dealt with. 

177 As a starting point we note that the HMI’s Tables 6.13 and 6.14 in the Provisional Report (which 

present the findings of the relevant analysis) rely on the narrow burden of disease indicator. We 

reiterate in Section 5.4.3 the problems that this indicator raises, albeit that we have noted all of 

these in our earlier submissions,123 cautioning that all consequent analyses relying on this indicator 

will be incorrect. Given this issue, we turn to the HMI’s Facilities Report (HMI Annexure 4),124 

wherein the more relevant analyses are presented with inclusion of the broad disease burden 

indicator.  

                                                      
120 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 228.  
121 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 227.  
122 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 235. 
123 Econex/ Percept, 2018. Comprehensive Feedback Report: Eight HMI Reports and 2018 Data Room Access, Section 3.2. 
124 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018, pp. 48-56. 
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178 For the analysis contained in the Facilities Report, each hospital was linked to the enumerator area 

(EA) codes that fall within its catchment area, where the catchment area was based on the 

geographical analyses that were undertaken. An analysis of the actual claims experienced as 

compared to what was expected (based on the generalised linear models, or GLM models, used in 

the Facilities Report) was then done per EA, per year. This was only done for a sample of 

catchment areas.  

179 This analysis is flawed for the following reasons: 

• All of the previously raised concerns with the GLMs used are relevant, these have been 

extensively documented in prior submissions to the HMI. Some of these concerns have been 

addressed by the HMI, but not to the extent where the results of analyses can be accepted 

without acknowledgement of the limitations; 

• The use of EA codes is questionable given their granularity;  

• 18% of the EA data is missing in the funder dataset; 

• The use of EA codes is inconsistent with geographical areas used in other HMI analyses; 

• The use of a sample (24 of the HMI’s 195 regions are used) is not statistically sound given that 

the analyses could have been run for all catchment areas; 

• The results produced are not borne out when the models are run for all catchment areas. 

180 In relation to the geographical analyses the HMI states the following: “…in our analysis, we use 

residential suburbs because of deficiencies of the EAs that have been identified in the process of 

our analysis. Netcare was correct when it submitted to the HMI that EAs are extremely granular 

geographic measure for a country such as South Africa making it very difficult to accurately map 

patient episodes to individual EAs. It appeared in our analysis that some addresses of patients 

could not actually be allocated to EA’s because of the deficiencies in address information. To 

continue to use EAs would have excluded an unacceptable number of patients/episodes from our 

analysis. We therefore opt to use the more aggregated suburb measure which increases the 

quantum of data utilised significantly.”125 It is therefore concerning that the HMI chose to continue 

to use EAs in the Facilities Report. 

181 In addition, the EA for each beneficiary is based on funder data. As noted by the HMI, the quality of 

location information in funder data is questionable. This is partially reflected in the extent of missing 

                                                      
125 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 181, para. 101. 
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EA data. Our checks in the data room indicated that more than 18% of the data is missing – an 

unacceptably high proportion.  

182 It is important to note that hospital catchment areas overlap, and as a consequence each EA can 

be linked with the catchment area of more than one facility. In other words, the mapping of EAs to 

catchment areas is not a many-to-one mapping but rather a many-to-many mapping. This is 

particularly problematic for the analysis in question because an EA can be linked to more than one 

category of concentration (concentrated, moderately concentrated, non-concentrated). 

183 The easiest way to understand this difficulty with partitioning the country into non-overlapping areas 

is to consider the situation where the catchment areas of two hospitals overlap, even though the 

hospitals themselves are not located in the catchment area of the other hospitals (see Figure 6.3 in 

the HMI report). As soon as there are overlaps in catchment areas it becomes impossible to 

meaningfully analyse the expected claims for a catchment area because the exposed population 

will be overstated. 

184 Table 13 below indicates that 15% of EAs are linked to one category of concentration 

(concentrated, moderately concentrated, non-concentrated), whilst almost half of EAs are linked to 

two categories of concentration. This means that the majority of the country is not neatly 

partitioned. 

Table 13: Number / proportion of EAs per category of concentration 

Categories of concentration Number of EAs Proportion of EAs 

1 9,110 15.1% 

2 29,108 48.2% 

3 22,187 36.7% 

Source: HMI data; experts’ calculations 

185 This is problematic for the interpretation of the analysis comparing actual claims experience to 

expected experience because it is not possible to identify the beneficiaries within the EA that are 

linked to the differential competitive forces associated with each category of concentration.  

186 The interpretation of results as pertaining to, for example, “members residing in the ‘Concentrated’ 

regions” is therefore incorrect as in most cases members residing in a region will be linked to more 

than one category of concentration.   
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187 The HMI Facilities Report126 highlights that the analysis referred to above is derived from a sample 

of regions. This sample is included in the Appendix to the HMI Facilities Report127, indicating that 

24 sample regions were used to perform the HMI’s geographic analyses. That is, 24 of the HMI’s 

195 regions, or 12% of the regions defined by the HMI, were used for testing this local theory of 

harm. Whilst the Provisional Report describes128 that these were selected to be representative of 

the overall regions (i.e. with a representative split of concentrated, non-concentrated and 

moderately concentrated regions; and with a representative split between urban and rural), no 

further mention is made regarding this specific selection by the HMI and provided to NMG for the 

analysis.129 

188 It is not clearly motivated or articulated why it was necessary to use a sample and not the full set of 

regions. It is possible that this was done to minimise the issue of overlapping regions. However, 

selecting a sample on this basis is problematic (as there is a selection effect), and does not 

address the fundamentally flawed nature of the analysis. 

189 We re-ran the analyses using all regions. We replicate Table 105 in the Facilities Report130 here to 

illustrate that the differentials between actual and expected between geographical regions are 

negligible when all regions are included. This is because of the large extent of overlaps i.e. the 

regions are not distinct from each other. This change in results indicates the non-representative 

nature of the sample, and the spurious results that are based on the sample.  

Table 14: Actual minus expected admissions calculated by HMI 

Actual minus 
Expected 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Concentrated -8.12% -9.62% -10.18% -8.20% -8.79% 

Moderately 

Concentrated 
10.20% 9.71% 10.43% 10.20% 9.45% 

Non-Concentrated 3.94% 3.14% 3.74% 4.68% 5.78% 

                                                      
126 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018. 
127 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018. 
128 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 237, para. 378-380. 
129 That these were selected by the HMI and provided to NMG is stated in the Facilities Report (July 2018), on page 48. This was 
also confirmed on a call with Adam Lowe of NMG, held at the HMI offices on 14 August 2018.  
130 HMI Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018. 
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Source: HMI data; experts’ calculations131 

Table 15: Actual minus expected admissions calculated using all regions 

Actual minus 
Expected 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Concentrated -0.17% -1.17% -0.63% -0.12% 0.37% 

Moderately 

Concentrated 

-0.11% -1.34% -0.85% -0.56% -0.35% 

Non-Concentrated 0.02% -1.03% -0.47% 0.09% 0.59% 

Source: HMI data; experts’ calculations 

5.3.2 Unclear theory, flawed analysis, inconsistent results 

190 Despite that the above shows that the HMI’s analysis is deeply flawed, at the local/ regional level 

the HMI’s theory of harm regarding concentration is also unclear and contradicting. The HMI states:  

191 “Our analysis attempted to test the following hypothesis: ‘Regional hospital competition for doctors 

affects those factors which attract doctors. For instance, high care bed capacity, availability of 

nurses, etc. This in turn influences doctor behaviour in matters such as admissions, in general and 

at high care, and therefore expenditure. The overall result may be counter-intuitive in terms of the 

economic orthodoxy: less concentrated and competitive markets may imply inefficient, higher than 

necessary average costs of treatment and vice versa.’ While logical, this is a counter-intuitive 

hypothesis as it posits negative outcomes (greater unnecessary expenditure) will occur with greater 

levels of competition.”132  

192 The HMI goes on to test this and finds that: “The results are supportive of our hypothesis that 

facilities in concentrated regions typically exhibit below expected admission rates and lower claim 

increases over time.”133 

193 The HMI however then goes on to state that: “This is also supported by our analysis on 

concentration which shows that facilities located in concentrated regions display characteristics 

which could be considered perverse relative to those in moderate and non-concentrated 

regions.”134  

                                                      
131 HMI Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018, p. 54.  
132 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, pp. 237-238, par. 380-381. 
133 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 239, par. 387. 
134 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 240, para. 395.  
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194 Albeit that the above statements by the HMI are contradicting, from the above, the HMI’s theory of 

harm and actual findings are more importantly contrary to the SCP framework used, i.e. they find 

anti-competitive conduct in unconcentrated (i.e. competitive) markets.  

195 Despite the problems pointed out in section 5.3.1 with the sample size and classification of areas 

as concentrated or not, we note that the HMI draws conclusions from conflicting and inconsistent 

results. The figures below illustrate the unexplained portion of claim increases found in the 

concentrated, moderately concentrated and non-concentrated regions, as found by the HMI.  

Figure 3: Total claims, unexplained increases, broad disease indicator, 2011-2014 

 

Source: HMI data as presented in the HMI Facilities Report135, pp. 48-56 

Figure 4: In-hospital claims, unexplained increases, broad disease indicator, 2011-2014 

 

Source: HMI data as presented in the HMI Facilities Report136, pp. 48-56 

                                                      
135 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018. 
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Figure 5: Admissions, unexplained increases, broad disease indicator, 2011-2014 

 

Source: HMI data as presented in the HMI Facilities Report137, pp. 48-56 

196 The above shows that an inconsistent relation between concentration and unexplained claim 

increases or admissions is found.  

197 In Figure 3 and Figure 4 the moderately concentrated regions leave the highest averaged 

unexplained increases. This is also the case for three of the four years studied. In these first two 

figures the non-concentrated regions then show the next highest unexplained increases when 

averaged, albeit being marginally higher than concentrated regions and being an average of 

volatile trends within the period analysed: in some years concentrated regions show higher 

increases and in other years non-concentrated regions show higher increases.  

198 In Figure 5 the non-concentrated regions leave the highest averaged unexplained increases. This 

is also the case for three of the four years studied. The concentrated and moderately concentrated 

regions then show about the same level of unexplained increases when averaged, with this again 

being an average of volatile trends within the period analysed: in some years concentrated regions 

show higher increases and in other years moderately concentrated regions show higher increases.  

199 The same conclusions as above may be drawn from repeating the above figures with the narrow 

disease indicator, as shown in the HMI Facilities Report; there is no consistently higher trend in 

unexplained increases to support the hypothesis that more competitive markets yield inefficiencies 

and higher than necessary costs.  

200 Despite the inconsistency of results and the flawed analysis, we have shown in this section that the 

HMI’s conclusions do not fit the SCP framework. If more competition in local markets leads to SID, 

                                                                                                                                                                           
136 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018. 
137 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018. 
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then more competition cannot be an answer per se to any competitive problems identified by the 

HMI. Finally, we note that the HMI’s local theory of harm largely focuses on the relationship 

between facilities and practitioners. In this regard the HMI states that certain mechanisms may be 

used by hospitals to attract practitioners and influence their behaviour. Namely, practitioner 

shareholding in facilities, rental/ lease agreements between facilities and practitioners, and other 

arrangements and incentives (such as relocation fees, furniture and equipment allowances, loans, 

scholarships, etc.).138 Mediclinic’s prior submissions139 have however indicated that Mediclinic 

cannot influence practitioners’ behaviour; i.e. these mechanisms do not work at Mediclinic. 

5.4 Non-price theory of harm – Supply Induced Demand (SID)  

201 In order to test the idea of SID, the HMI studies the correlation between the supply of hospital beds 

and doctors, and the volume of what the HMI determines to be ‘discretionary’ admissions; holding 

constant for some controls including clinical profile/ disease burden indicators, age, year since 

joining schemes, gender and time period.  

202 One of the main findings from this study is that “the supply of hospital beds was not that significant 

an explanatory factor in the specialty models”.140 These specialty models are those which indicated 

a reasonable model fit; the other model run was one that pooled all admissions across specialties, 

and which indicated a poor fit (R squared of 7.96%). This aligns with the HMI’s Initial Research 

Note on the topic of SID,141 where the HMI states: “In our search, the literature defined supplier 

induced demand strictly as it relates to physicians and the servicing of patients. Thus, using our 

search terms and approach we identified nothing as applied to facilities and suppliers.” 142 

203 Notwithstanding the above, we note that the HMI’s Chapter 8 on SID (the content of which is 

referenced in the Provisional Report Executive Summary) raises many concerns. This analysis: 

1. Provides no definition for supplier-induced demand; 

2. Provides no logical mechanism by which supplier-induced demand takes place; 

3. Relies on an unclear disease indicator; 

4. Does not measure whether supply was necessary or unnecessary; 

5. Relies on bed datasets that are inaccurate, and a flawed measure of practitioners; 

                                                      
138 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, pp. 214-216. 
139 Mediclinic submissions dated 31 October 2014, par 4.19; 22 August 2016; and 13 September 2016, as well as the recorded 
meeting of 2 September 2016. 
140 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 400, para. 58. 
141 HMI, 2015. Towards and Understanding of Supplier Induced Demand (SID): Practitioners; Internal Research Note: Phase 1. This 

publication is referred to in Footnote 2 of the HMI’s Chapter 8 but was not published before or with the HMI’s Provisional Report. 

This was provided to Mediclinic’s experts following request in August 2018.  
142 HMI, 2015. Towards and Understanding of Supplier Induced Demand (SID): Practitioners; Internal Research Note: Phase 1, p. 7.  
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6. Relies on municipalities as opposed to competition markets; 

7. Relies on a new and questionable plan-type indicator; and 

8. Does not in any way prove causality. 

204 We address each of these points below, before outlining the conclusion of our assessment. In 

doing so we appreciate that the study of SID is difficult, as evidenced by the HMI’s statement in its 

Initial Research Note and in reference to the information asymmetries that characterise healthcare 

markets globally: “In testing for or in identifying SID, a herculean task of examining how a perfectly 

informed consumer (patient) would respond to decisions made by a physician on his behalf is 

required.” 143  

205 In light of this and the issues listed above, the concern is that the HMI concludes that “we have 

found evidence of supply induced demand”.144 Below we unpack the many concerns with the HMI’s 

study of SID, in light of such conclusive comments based on what we show are inconclusive 

findings. In short, whilst we recognise the agency role of the doctor and the potential ability for 

her/him to induce supply, we find that conclusive statements regarding the existence of SID 

(something well beyond the doctor’s natural agency role, i.e. where supply cannot be explained by 

demand-side factors, with some quantified degree of existence) must surely require a robust study 

of both demand- and supply-side factors, something which the HMI has not provided.  

5.4.1 No definition for supplier induced demand  

206 In order to study the phenomenon of SID, one has to first be clear about the definition of SID that is 

in question. This is not at all considered by the HMI. Perusing the HMI’s Initial Research Note145 on 

the topic we note that various definitions are surveyed in the literature (concluding “With SID, no 

standardised explanation exists. SID differs in terms of its scope, definition, and its identification 

across geographic areas and at different points in time” 146), but no indication of the definition that 

the HMI is studying is provided in the Provisional Report.  

                                                      
143 HMI, 2015. Towards and Understanding of Supplier Induced Demand (SID): Practitioners; Internal Research Note: Phase 1, p. 

25. 
144 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 4, para. 18. 
145 HMI, 2015. Towards and Understanding of Supplier Induced Demand (SID): Practitioners; Internal Research Note: Phase 1. 

This publication is referred to in Footnote 2 of the HMI’s Chapter 8 but was not published before or with the Provisional Report. This 

was provided to Mediclinic’s experts following request in August 2018. 
146 HMI, 2015. Towards and Understanding of Supplier Induced Demand (SID): Practitioners; Internal Research Note: Phase 1, p. 

36. 
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207 Chandra et al.147 for example defines SID to be “a physician providing care that a fully informed 

patient would not choose for himself”, while Leonard et al.148 defines SID as “the phenomenon of 

physicians deviating from their agency responsibilities to provide unnecessary care with the main 

objective of increasing their own pecuniary resources”, therefore introducing the concept of 

financial gains amongst doctors. Rossiter and Wilensky149 view a doctor initiating a consultation as 

SID, while Hay and Leahy150 explain that “the concept of physician-induced demand relies heavily 

on the notion of a knowledge imbalance between provider and consumer that the physician can 

and will exploit for financial gain”. More broadly, Leape151 relies on the notion of ‘unnecessary 

surgery’ to indicate SID. Leape however explains the inadequacy of such a measure, explaining 

that it is often confused with ‘discretionary’ or ‘elective’ surgery, where the former is surgery that will 

not affect the physical functioning of the individual but is performed with the purpose of increasing 

their sense of well-being.152 ‘Elective’ surgery refers to surgery that does not have great risk of 

harming life or health of patients and may therefore be scheduled at any time. In parallel, 

‘unnecessary’ may also indicate higher frequency of operations than what is considered normal. It 

also reflects patient preferences.153 Other researchers refer to ‘inappropriate’ surgery as surgery for 

which the negative consequences (namely mortality, morbidity, anxiety, pain and productive time 

lost) outweigh the positive effects (for example improved life expectancy, pain relief, improved 

physical functioning and reduced anxiety).154 From an economist’s perspective, SID may also be 

considered as the ability of doctors to increase patients’ demand for healthcare without lowering 

the price.  

208 Few (if any) definitions of SID refer explicitly to the role of hospitals or healthcare facilities in their 

discussion of the phenomenon, with the focus rather on the doctor. This aligns with the HMI’s 

statement that: “using our search terms and approach we identified nothing as applied to facilities 

and suppliers.” 155 This follows on from the fact that doctors are generally the agents in a hospital; 

the hospital itself cannot ‘act’ to ‘induce’ care. Notwithstanding this issue, it is not clear what the 

                                                      
147 Chandra, A; Cutler, D & Song, Z. 2012. Who ordered that? The economics of treatment choices in medical care. Handbook of 

Health Economics 2:397-432. Page 14.7. 
148 Leonard, C; Stordeur, S & Roberfroid, D. 2009. Association between physician density and health care consumption: A 

systematic review of the evidence. Health Policy 91(2):121-134. Page 121-122. 
149 Rossiter, LF & Wilensky GR. 1981. Identification of physician-induced demand. The Journal of Human Resources 19(2):231-244. 
150 Hay, J & Leahy, M. 1982. Physician-induced demand: An empirical analysis of the Consumer Information Gap. Journal of Health 

Economics 1(3): 231- 244.  
151 Leape LL. 1989. Unnecessary Surgery. Pew Memorial Trust Policy Synthesis: 7. Health Services Research 24(3):351-407.  
152 Leape LL. 1989. Unnecessary Surgery. Pew Memorial Trust Policy Synthesis: 7. Health Services Research 24(3):351-407.  

153 Leape LL. 1989. Unnecessary Surgery. Pew Memorial Trust Policy Synthesis: 7. Health Services Research 24(3):351-407.  
154 Leape LL. 1989. Unnecessary Surgery. Pew Memorial Trust Policy Synthesis: 7. Health Services Research 24(3):351-407.  
155 HMI, 2015. Towards and Understanding of Supplier Induced Demand (SID): Practitioners; Internal Research Note: Phase 1, p. 7.  
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specific definition of SID the HMI is analysing, beyond their indication of analysing procedures that 

they determine may be considered as discretionary.  

5.4.2 No logical mechanism by which supplier-induced demand takes place  

209 Alongside clarity on the economic definition of SID, the literature indicates that one should also be 

clear about the mechanism by which it practically works. In this regard a researcher should be able 

to simply explain the mechanism by which supply is hypothesised to be ‘induced’. This should 

make sense both theoretically and practically, ahead of any technical testing; i.e. a study of SID 

should be supported by a well-structured theory ahead of detailed testing. For example and in the 

context of the HMI, if one hypothesises SID as driven by hospitals, one would need to put forward a 

well-founded theory to support this. How the hospitals are able to act without the agency of doctors, 

and without constraint from patients, medical schemes or their administrators, would need to be 

explained before any detailed testing. In the case that such logical explanation is absent, it would 

be difficult to follow what exactly is in question or what mechanism is to be measured statistically. 

Whilst we note that the HMI did control for the number of doctors alongside the number of beds 

(i.e. with these as separate variables), it is unclear what logical mechanism is being measured 

when studying the beds variable.  

5.4.3 Incorrect and significantly flawed disease indicator  

210 The HMI’s entire study of supplier-induced demand relies on a disease indicator. It is however 

unclear whether the HMI’s narrow or broad disease indicator was relied on.  

211 Previous submissions by Mediclinic’s experts, as mentioned above, have highlighted that the 

narrow disease indicator is severely flawed and does not adequately proxy for disease burden. We 

also note that the exposure measure used is flawed. Beneficiaries are treated the same regardless 

of whether they had a full or partial year of exposure to being admitted to hospital. 

212 That the narrow disease indicator is lacking and therefore not producing accurate results (capturing 

the real disease profile of the population studied and therefore capturing the real explanations for 

costs incurred) is understood by the HMI. In the HMI’s Technical Annexure156 it is stated, “When 

the analysis specifications were first agreed between WTW and the HMI, a very narrow definition of 

disease burden was agreed to... This resulted in lower disease prevalence than reported 

elsewhere... In subsequent testing it was discovered that an approach which incorporates a 

broader range of input data... produced disease prevalence results which were much more similar 

to those reported in other sources... This approach also produced a significantly larger impact of 

                                                      
156 HMI Technical Annexure to Expenditure Analysis Reports, July 2018, p. 60.  
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changes in disease burden on cost, which is again more in line with what is cited in submission and 

reported elsewhere.”157  

213 The narrow indicator relies only on limited out-of-hospital and medicines data and hence entirely 

misses the indication of disease that is detected when considering in-hospital and related 

treatments. Additionally, the narrow indicator does not account for co-morbidities, another feature 

of this variable which is fundamentally incorrect, given the prevalence of beneficiaries with multiple 

chronic conditions.158  

214 Evidence found in prior data room exercises159 has shown that this narrow disease indicator is 

inadequate. For example, the data show that by this measure and in 2014 ‘healthy’ members' 

claims per beneficiary were 60% of those for average members. By the broad indicator (and in 

2014), ‘healthy’ members’ claims per beneficiary were 3% of those for average members. 

Additionally, by the narrow indicator (2014), ‘healthy’ beneficiaries were admitted to hospital only 

half as much as those classified by the indicator as ‘acute respiratory’, ‘chronic respiratory’, ‘HIV’, 

‘hypertension’, ‘infections’, and ‘other cardio’. In the same way, ‘healthy’ beneficiaries claimed 

approximately the same as those classified by the indicator as ‘acute respiratory’, only half as 

much as ‘chronic respiratory’ and ‘infections’, and one third as much as those classified as ‘back 

problems’, ‘hypertension’, ‘other cardio’ and ‘psychiatric’.  

215 We note that the HMI reports substantiate that the narrow profile indicator, by excluding hospital 

data, is more suited to account for supply-induced demand. This is however disproven by the 

analyses performed on the DHMS data.160 This was highlighted in our prior data room feedback 

submission.161 These analyses clearly show that the models using the broad indicator but built 

excluding hospital data do not produce significantly different results to those using the broad 

indicator but including hospital data.  

216 In addition to the concern that the disease indicator relied on may be problematic due its inability to 

capture burden of disease, it also does not capture severity of disease, and hence care, in any 

way. This is acknowledged by the HMI in its study of SID: “The chronic disease variable 

                                                      
157 HMI Technical Annexure to Expenditure Analysis Reports, July 2018, p. 60. 
158 The latest CMS report on disease prevalence in the South African private healthcare sector reports that: “Beneficiaries diagnosed 

with two CDL conditions increased by 24.8% from 35.30 in 2010 to 40.06 per 1 000 beneficiaries in 2015. The prevalence of three 

simultaneous CDL conditions in beneficiaries on medical schemes increased by 38.6% from 10.40 to 14.41 per 1 000 beneficiaries 

between 2010 and 2015. A number of beneficiaries with four or more CDL conditions increased by 117.5% from 1.83 in 2010 to 3.98 

per 1 000 beneficiaries in 2015.” CMS, 2017. Prevalence of Chronic Diseases in the Population Covered by Medical Schemes in 

South Africa. Research and Monitoring Unit, February 2017. Page 52.  
159 Econex/ Percept, 2018. Comprehensive Feedback Report: Eight HMI Reports and 2018 Data Room Access, Section 3.2. 
160 HMI Response to Data Room Submissions, 8 December 2017, pp. 29-30. 
161 Econex/ Percept, 2018. Comprehensive Feedback Report: Eight HMI Reports and 2018 Data Room Access, Section 3.2. 
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consistently explains the most variance out of all the predictors but is rather crude in its 

classification of chronic disease as the severity of a given chronic condition is not represented.”162 

This is a further significant flaw in the study that renders the residual (attributable to supply side 

factors) open to incorrect interpretation.  

5.4.4 No measure of whether supply was necessary/ unnecessary  

217 Any analysis of SID also needs to assess the health status of patients pre and post their utilisation 

of the service. That this is crucial is highlighted by the literature. Labelle et al.,163 for example, 

indicate that a thorough investigation of SID requires that the health outcomes of patients resulting 

from this increased demand be considered. This follows on from the logic that without considering 

the health outcomes of the services received by patients, one cannot determine whether those 

services were necessary or not. The gains in overall welfare may outweigh the costs. Patients may 

be better off, implying that the services provided were likely a normal market response to existing 

demand. A proper assessment of SID will therefore include a type of cost-benefit analysis to 

determine whether the services delivered were indeed unnecessary. This consideration is absent 

from the HMI’s analysis.  

218 We also note that this challenge is highlighted in the HMI’s Initial Research Note on SID (albeit 

absent from the Provisional Report and actual study of SID): “In SID literature, the difficulty in 

distinguishing between necessary utilisation and unnecessary utilisation of health services was 

identified. This is because total healthcare utilisation is a summation of both. Increase in utilisation 

may be as a result of better technology and the changing expectations of patients.” 164  

219 This concern links with that regarding the HMI’s use of a disease indicator. Whilst the HMI may 

argue that with account for the clinical profile of patients, the unexplained portion of admissions will 

indicate what is supply-related. This however hinges on the accuracy of the clinical profile/ disease 

indicator. 

5.4.5 Incorrect hospital beds dataset; flawed measure of practitioners  

220 The concerns with the bed data relied on here are the same as those listed in Section 4. We do not 

repeat these here. The HMI’s study of specialised beds (in their study of SID; for example, 

psychiatric and maternity beds) enforces our concern around the hospital product market that was 

                                                      
162 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 400, par. 62. 
163 Labelle, R; Stoddart, G & Rice, T. 1994. A re-examination of the meaning and importance of supplier-induced demand. Journal 
of Health Economics. Journal of Health Economics 13(3): 347-368.   
164 HMI, 2015. Towards and Understanding of Supplier Induced Demand (SID): Practitioners; Internal Research Note: Phase 1, p. 
25. 
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defined by the HMI and the way in which it excludes consideration of competitive overlaps with 

certain facilities. We have discussed these concerns in Section 4.2.2.1. 

221 Alongside the above, the HMI’s measure of practitioners (as one of two possible supply-side 

indicators that explain admissions) is also limited in that only a count of practitioners is used, 

somewhat in line with the fact that no logical mechanism by which SID is assumed to take place is 

provided by the HMI. This limitation is acknowledged by the HMI: “The practitioner dataset did not 

have any indication of the workload capacity of each of the doctors. For example, doctors may 

practice in both private and public facilities or not have standard full-time working arrangements. 

This is a limitation of the dataset used in analysis.”165 This is important to understand in 

contextualising the HMI’s statement that: “The evidence of supply-induced demand we have 

presented implies that there is time for doctors to over-service… This indicates that there is not an 

absolute undersupply of specialists but points to an inefficient use of their time.”166 [own emphasis] 

This statement is patently unfounded, given the data that this analysis relies on.  

5.4.6 No geographical measure of competition markets  

222 The HMI’s study of SID sets out “to associate levels of utilisation with the supply of facilities and 

practitioners.”167 The HMI states: “To confirm our hypothesis of supplier-induced demand we 

looked for a significant positive correlation between utilisation and levels of supply, after adjusting 

for expected causes of higher utilisation such as patient age and gender, chronic disease 

prevalence, and level of medical scheme cover. Because this analysis requires a denominator 

“exposed population”, service supply was aggregated by small area geography. We sought to 

identify a relationship between high levels of supply of practitioners or hospital beds in a 

geography, and associated likelihood of health service utilisation, taking into account: 

demographics (sex, and age) chronic illness and scheme plan type. We used the “municipality” 

level of geographic aggregation for the analysis – whereby the country is broken down into 234 

geographies.”168  

223 That municipalities were the geographical unit of analysis for this study was confirmed on a call 

with the team that carried out the HMI’s SID analysis.169 This was stated to be the case due to the 

fact that this study had to be completed before the HMI had carried out its geographical study of 

competition markets. The limitations of this are acknowledged by the HMI, in its discussion of 

                                                      
165 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 401, para. 66. 
166 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 4, para. 22. 
167 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 382, para. 17. 
168 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, pp. 382-383, par. 17-18. 
169 Call with Quantum, facilitated by the HMI, 15 August 2018. 
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reliance on municipalities: “This represents the simplest approach and has some inherent 

limitations in representing the true supply of facilities available since it relies on somewhat 

arbitrarily designated geographic boundaries rather than actual distance to facilities, accessibility of 

hospitals and other factors influencing the availability of hospitals and doctors to individuals.”170  

224 Municipalities are not geographic competition markets. They are not adequate proxies for this 

because they are unlikely to capture markets as required to be defined in competition practice. This 

renders any resultant analysis of supply and demand in these ‘small area geographies’ incorrect 

and meaningless. This was confirmed with the team that carried out the analysis, who discussed 

that in certain instances these municipalities are very broad (for example, regarding the 

municipality of Cape Town), whilst in other instances these are much narrower (for example, in 

Gauteng and Kwa-Zulu Natal, where municipalities are much more granular). In both cases 

patients may in reality be serviced by supply that is located outside of these municipalities, even if 

they reside inside of the municipality of interest. The reverse may also be true.  

225 Given the above, the HMI’s SID analysis in no way attempts to match supply and demand at the 

level of competition markets, albeit that this is what the sole purpose of the study is.  

5.4.7 No clear explanation for the plan-mix variable  

226 The HMI includes a plan-mix indicator as an additional explanatory variable in its SID analysis. The 

HMI notes that: “Scheme plan was included to adjust for the different levels of cover available to 

members. We would expect that it also acts as a proxy for member socio-economic status.” 171 This 

variable is stated to be formed in the following way: “Plans from each scheme provider were 

evaluated on a 4-point scale for coverage, based on their average age-adjusted premium. All 

resulting scheme-plan combinations were included as a level of this categorical variable.” 172 

227 The HMI however provides no data files to show how the categorisation of the plan-type variable 

was carried out; the HMI’s data room contained no files that illustrated how this variable was 

created. Whilst we found two files that indicate the actual outcome of the categorisation,173 there 

are no files that show the data used to objectively determine this categorisation (i.e. categorising 

schemes and plans into one of three levels dependent on schemes’ average age-adjusted 

premium). Without this underlying analysis, it is unclear what hypothesis is being tested by this 

variable and whether this is adequately captured by the resultant indicator.  

                                                      
170 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 401, para. 68. 
171 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 388, para. 28.  
172 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 388, para. 28. 
173 Files found in the HMI’s August 2018 data room exercise entitled “plan codes. xlsx” & “plan types.xlsx”. 
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228 The plan-type variable also bears no relation to the HMI’s plan-mix variable used in other parts of 

the Provisional Report and Annexures, albeit that these variables aim to measure the same factors. 

The ‘plan-type’ variable aims to measure similar factors to that which is measured by the HMI’s 

‘plan-mix’ variable (relied on in the HMI’s attribution analyses). The plan-mix variable is described 

in the HMI Expenditure Analysis Report 2,174 wherein it is shown schemes and options are 

categorised into groups dependent on whether they offer savings benefits, traditional cover, 

comprehensive cover, are part of a network, etc. It is unclear why this same variable, or at least the 

categorisations underlying it, were not used in the HMI’s SID analyses (with a new and unclear 

variable rather being relied on).  

5.4.8 No proof of causality or directionality  

229 Economic theory illustrates that statistical correlation does not prove causation. Therefore, studying 

correlations between – in the case of SID – demand and supply does not per se establish a 

relationship between these factors. The HMI does not use a causal econometric model, i.e. it does 

not directly measure how a change in one variable results in a change in another variable. This is 

the reason for the results being interpreted as ‘associations’; as stated by the HMI: “there is 

sufficient evidence to confirm that the rates of hospital admission are positively associated with 

level of supply of both doctors and hospital beds, after adjusting for clinical and demographic 

factors.” 175 Additionally, “Although the HMI was not able to show a direct link between SID and the 

incentives offered to practitioners, it found significant unexplained utilisation suggesting the 

prevalence of SID.”176 This latter statement does not make sense; if there is no link analysed or 

proven, the analysis cannot ‘suggest’ such inferences. That no causality is proven by the HMI’s SID 

study is confirmed by the author of the study.177 At the very least any study of supplier-induced 

demand needs to show that demand follows supply. That demand and supply are correlated is a 

normal economic phenomenon and not insightful in this context, especially in the context that the 

controls used are problematic (as has been shown above) and hence render any residual 

attributable to supply or other factors open to incorrect interpretation.  

5.4.9 No conclusions about SID possible and inconclusive results 

230 The above substantiates that no conclusions regarding potential SID can be drawn from this study. 

Beyond the fact that the data used are problematic (rendering any utilisation residual after account 

for certain demand factors meaningless), the econometric design of the study does not allow for 

                                                      
174 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 2: Overall Cost Trends and Attribution Analyses, pp. 4-5. 
175 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 399. 
176 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 217, para. 261  
177 Call with Quantum, facilitated by the HMI, 15 August 2018. 
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any causal inference. Put differently, one cannot conclude anything beyond correlations, which is 

(by the HMI’s own acknowledgement, as discussed above) insufficient for a study of SID. 

231 As an aside, even if the above-mentioned fundamental issues did not exist, we note that the study 

results are inconclusive. Therefore, even if the study design and data allowed for relevant insights 

to be drawn from this regression analysis, the results are not indicative of a consistent and clear 

finding. As mentioned in the HMI’s report, the overall model that incorporates all admissions is 

problematic: 

232 “The overall admissions model scored relatively low in terms of model fit metrics. The pseudo R 

squared statistic for the logistic regression is an indication of the proportion of variance in the data 

that is explained by the model and predictors. A value of 7.96% is quite low but typical of 

regression models of this nature, which bundle together a wide range of different patients, 

diseases, specialties, interventions (discretionary and non-discretionary) and forms of care. We 

conclude that these findings support the existence of supply-induced demand but cannot be seen 

as conclusive.” 178 This low model fit would generally indicate that the model is not designed to 

measure what it intends.  

233 The specialty-specific results are also inconclusive, especially in relation to facilities. The HMI finds: 

“The supply of hospital beds was not that significant an explanatory factor in the specialty models. 

In one specialty – gastroenterology – there was even a negative association between beds and 

admission rates.”179  

5.4.10 Related studies on SID referenced by the HMI subject to the same concerns  

234 The HMI, in its Chapter 6 (pertaining to Facilities), references other studies that assess supplier-

induced demand. These are studies that were submitted to the HMI and not contracted by the HMI. 

Nevertheless, it is important to consider these and whether they add any insights to the discussion 

of supplier-induced demand. From our perusal of the HMI’s report we note two such studies. 

5.4.10.1 GEMS study 

235 The first study is that by GEMS, referenced in the Provisional Report on pages 225, 242 and 244: 

236 “Another key submission argues that admission rates are in excess of those predicted by 

demographic factors, thus signalling overuse (or SID) by providers. The oversupply of hospital 

                                                      
178 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, par. 35.6, p. 390. 
179 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, par. 58, p. 400. 
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beds and practitioners in certain areas is argued to increase demand and the number of 

admissions.” (GEMS submission dated 10 October 2016).180  

237 “The Inquiry further considered the relevant assessments conducted by other stakeholders on the 

likelihood that SID exists in the private facilities market in South Africa, presented below.” 

(Government Employees Medical Scheme. Submission to the Healthcare Market Inquiry (HMI) on 

Increases in Hospital Utilisation Submission dated 10 October 2016.) 181  

238 “The Government Employees Medical Scheme (GEMS) submitted that it experienced increases in 

the hospital admission rate over a prolonged period with the increase accelerating significantly 

since the final quarter of 2015.” (Government Employees Medical Scheme. Submission to the 

Healthcare Market Inquiry (HMI) on Increases in Hospital Utilisation Submission dated 10 October 

2016). 182  

239 The HMI also provides a summary of this study on page 244 of the Provisional Report.  

240 Whilst the paper referenced contains only a brief explanation of its assessment and summarised 

results (i.e. not a detailed description of the methodology and data), this already indicates that it 

fails on the basic fundamentals of what should be considered in a study of SID.   

241 In considering SID at a national and provincial level, the study does not actually assess whether 

demand followed supply, i.e. there are no causality links (logical or statistical). The study merely 

finds an admission residual (for the period January 2015 - April 2016) after accounting for a few 

quantifiable demand factors (age, gender, chronicity and option) and then suggests that this is due 

to supply, going on to make comments about SID. Whilst we are unable to validate the 

quantification of the factors mentioned (due to the information and data relied on being unavailable 

to us), it is evident that this is an incorrect manner in which to test for SID.  

242 Alongside this, in the (two selective) local studies (where new hospitals opened) a different 

approach is taken but this does not control for proper market definition; there is no testing of 

whether patients come from a broader region following the opening a hospital. It also does not 

consider whether supply and demand were in balance to begin with; there is no proof provided 

regarding whether the demand that follows the opening of a hospital is due to pent-up demand or 

new demand.  

                                                      
180 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, para. 318.6, p. 225. 
181 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, para. 407, p. 242. 
182 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, para. 420, p. 244. 
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243 In addition to the above, it is unclear how the study accounts for the fact that the year assessed 

(and suggested as evidencing SID) is the year which GEMS highlights as being subject to 

significant anti-selection and proceeding introduction of underwriting criteria. This is discussed on 

the GEMS website: 

244 “… there were 8 591 members who joined and left the Scheme in 2015. These members were 

three times more likely to go into hospital than members who had been on GEMS for longer. 

Collectively they paid only R 30 million in contributions, but by the time they resigned, they had 

incurred R149 million worth of claims. This kind of behaviour is anti-selective and is unfair to 

members who have stayed longer and contributed to the money used for claims by these 

members… In the past the Board had decided, after the yearly benefit design, to not apply waiting 

periods in support of the GEMS mission to provide access to all public service employees. The 

severe claims and behaviour by members and providers explained above has, however, led to the 

Board deciding to apply some underwriting from this year to protect the Scheme. The Scheme will 

impose a three-month general and/or twelve-month condition-specific waiting period from 1 

October 2016 on the following member categories…” 183   

245 The HMI has not confirmed whether the above was accounted for in the study’s clinical profiling, 

and this remains unclear without access to the study’s underlying data. Absent full account for this, 

the residual or excess of admissions (after accounting for known factors and hence in contrast to 

expected admissions) will be incorrect and overstated.  

 

5.4.10.2 Discovery study 

246 The second study referenced by the HMI in relation to supplier-induced demand is that by 

Discovery. This is summarised in the Provisional Report on pages 242-243. As noted there, 

Econex has already provided a critique of this. Our main reservations regarding this study remain. 

247 In addition to many technical errors, this study provides no evidence of causality. No logical 

argument is put forward in order to interpret the results and the model is not specified in such a 

way that the effect of new hospital beds on utilisation can be proven statistically or measured 

accurately. Hospitals and hospital managers are unable to induce demand for hospital beds. The 

doctor is key, as he/ she is the person making clinical decisions to admit. Only the medical scheme 

or managed care organisation would have influence over these decisions (more specifically with 

reference to LOS).  

                                                      
183 https://www.gems.gov.za/en/members/join-gems/UnderWritting   

https://www.gems.gov.za/en/members/join-gems/UnderWritting
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248 Mediclinic’s own data show that the results for the four Mediclinic hospitals in question are 

incorrect. Specifically, for Mediclinic Strand, which is the only Mediclinic hospital for which the 

results find a significant increase in total bed days, our analysis show that the increases they found 

are from a very low base and that admissions have been decreasing over the last two years – not 

indicative of a facility that would be successfully inducing demand for its services. Mediclinic Strand 

should not have been included in the analysis in the first place since it was not a new hospital 

(having been acquired by Mediclinic in July 1998) but rather simply commenced independent 

operation as a stand-alone hospital on the ‘opening date’ of October 2013, where previously it had 

been operated under the practice number of Mediclinic Vergelegen. 

249 The study goes on to make numerous mistakes with regard to the market definition. Mediclinic data 

are again used to show how the markets for the four Mediclinic hospitals are different and more 

dynamic than that assumed by Discovery Health. Additional weaknesses relate to the study design, 

assumptions and results. No explicit assumptions of initial conditions are made, and supply 

controls are insufficient. The analysis only assesses financial costs and not any benefits to patients 

or society as a whole. The report further incorrectly focusses on conflicting and inconsistent results. 

250 Overall, we find that the policy recommendations from this study are misplaced as one cannot 

suggest supply controls without having accurately identified or measured the problem. 

5.5 Non-price theory of harm – The HMI’s bargaining annexure 

251 Whilst the above sections have highlighted that there is no remaining theory of harm (or at least no 

evidence to support any such theories of harm) by the HMI in respect of prices or volumes at 

hospitals, we note that the HMI’s recommendations largely focus on value-based contracting and 

increasing competitive pressure by the funders in their dealings with facilities. Whilst we appreciate 

this, we also note that the HMI’s own findings suggest that these dealings are already highly 

competitive. The HMI indicates that the size of negotiators, the ability for funders to channel 

patients, and the introduction of ARMs, drive tariff negotiations184.  

252 These are all positive results and Econex’s previous work submitted to the HMI185 indicates that 

tariffs are indeed negatively correlated with volumes (number of beneficiaries and number of 

admissions at Mediclinic per funder). We however find that this is not always the case and that 

smaller funders may also attain favourable (low) tariff levels through innovative and cost-containing 

business practices – including those of network formation, regionality of business and contracting 

with large administrators. Another strong pro-competitive finding is that most of the 

                                                      
184 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 220, par. 282. 
185 Econex, 2014. Buyer Power of Funders in Tariff Negotiations with MCSA. A study conducted on behalf of MCSA. 
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schemes/options that attain favourable (low) tariff levels are those that target the previously 

uninsured and/or low-income earners.186 The latter does not appear to be highlighted by the HMI, 

albeit that this is a relevant factor that the data show in relation to Mediclinic. Econex’s previous 

work submitted to the HMI187 also showed that over the period of analysis (2008-2014) the 

negotiation ranges (tariff increases) decreased significantly, with prices being under strong 

downward pressure by large schemes and administrators.  

253 Importantly, whilst we note the finding that ARMs drive tariff negotiations and assist in lowering 

tariffs, the figures reported on by the HMI are incorrect. From our perusal of the HMI’s Bargaining 

Annexure188 in the data room, it was noted that  of Mediclinic’s admissions are ARM related 

and of these are actually charged with an ARM. This aligns with what is stated in the HMI’s 

Facilities Report (p. 44)189 where it is shown that “% of admissions labelled as ARM by hospital 

group” is between  for Mediclinic over 2010-2014. As has been stated previously by 

Mediclinic, approximately of all Mediclinic admissions over the period under analysis are 

ARM admissions.190 

254 The HMI further claims that they “have not seen evidence that [schemes and administrators other 

than DHMS, DH and GEMS] exert sufficient buyer power on the hospital groups. The three big 

hospital groups can continue in the knowledge that significant challenge is unlikely, and this is 

probably the main reason the industry is not seeing innovation throughout the sector.”191 This is 

incorrect. Smaller schemes exercise considerable buyer power and are able to leverage 

competition in particular regions to utilise this power.  

255 We use the example of Bonitas Medical Scheme to demonstrate this buyer power. In 2016, Bonitas 

indicated in their RFP to each of the three corporate hospital groups that a list of 14 or 15 hospitals 

from each group would be removed as Bonitas designated service providers (DSPs), with medical 

scheme beneficiaries being required to pay a co-payment of 30% of the hospital bill, for the group 

that lost the tender. In other words, for one of the three groups who presented Bonitas with the 

least favourable terms, 14 or 15 hospitals would be removed from the Bonitas network. Importantly, 

this applied to all Bonitas options and not simply to low cost DSP options.  

256 Table 16 lists the hospitals selected by Bonitas to be removed at DSPs for all Bonitas options in the 

event of losing the tender.  

                                                      
186 Econex, 2014. Buyer Power of Funders in Tariff Negotiations with MCSA. A study conducted on behalf of MCSA. 
187 Econex, 2014. Buyer Power of Funders in Tariff Negotiations with MCSA. A study conducted on behalf of MCSA. 
188 HMI, Bargaining Annexure, 2018, available only in the HMI’s data room (August 2018).  
189 HMI/ NMG, 2018. Expenditure Analysis Report 4: Facility Analyses, July 2018, p.44. 
190 Mediclinic’s Own Submission in Respect of the HMI Reports Released on 8th and 15th December 2017, Table 8 
191 Health Market Inquiry. 2018. Provisional Report, para 52, p 11.  
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Table 16: Hospitals to be removed from Bonitas network, by hospital group 

Life Healthcare Mediclinic Netcare 

Rosepark Hospital Mediclinic Bloemfontein Linksfield Park Clinic 

Bedford Gardens Private 
Hospital Mediclinic Midstream Mulbarton Hospital 

Brenthurst Clinic Mediclinic Morningside Netcare Waterfall City Hospital 

Carstenhof Clinic Wits Donald Gordon Medical 
Centre Olivedale Clinic 

Flora Clinic Mediclinic Gynaecological 
Hospital Park Lane Clinic 

Genesis Clinic (Saxonwold) Mediclinic Heart Hospital Rand Clinic 

Wilgeheuwel Private Hospital Mediclinic Kloof Rosebank Clinic 

Eugene Marais Hospital Mediclinic Legae Akasia Clinic 

Faerie Glen Hospital Mediclinic Medforum Bougainville Private Hospital 

Little Company of Mary 
Hospital Mediclinic Muelmed Moot General Hospital 

Wilgers Hospital Mediclinic Pietermaritzburg Pretoria East Hospital 

Hilton Life Private Hospital Mediclinic Cape Gate Unitas Hospital 

Kingsbury Hospital Mediclinic Durbanville St Anne's Hospital 

Vincent Pallotti Hospital Mediclinic Louis Leipoldt Christiaan Barnard Memorial 
Hospital 

  N1 City Hospital 

Source: Bonitas email to Mediclinic, 16 September 2016 

257 All of the hospitals listed are located in urban areas in which multiple competitors operate. Bonitas 

is therefore able to remove these hospitals without the risk of limiting access of their beneficiaries 

to private hospitals.  

258 The list below provides further examples drawn from Mediclinic data of networks from which 

Mediclinic was largely192 excluded from as of 1 January 2018: 

• Bankmed (Basic Plan; Essential Plan (PMB Option); and Traditional Plan) 

• Compcare Wellness Medical Scheme (Axis DSP Network; Dynamix DSP Network; Mumed 

DSP Network; Pinnacle DSP Network; Symmetry DSP Network) 

• Fedhealth (Blue Door Plus; Maxima Basis Grid; Maxima Core Grid; Maxima Dynamic Saver; 

Maxima Entry Saver; Maxima Entry Zone; Maxima Saver Grid; Maxima Standard Elect) 

                                                      
192 A few “filler” hospitals as selected by the scheme remain on the networks. These are typically hospitals in rural areas. 
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• Hosmed (Access; Essential) 

• Key Health (all options) 

• Medshield (Medi-core; Medi-phila; Medi-plus; Medi-value; Medi-saver) 

• Motohealth (Classic EDO; Custom; Hospicare EDO) 

• Netcare (Netcare Savings Option) 

259 This indicates instances where even smaller schemes have exerted competitive pressure over 

Mediclinic hospitals and excluded these from their networks. As such, it is not true that schemes 

have been unable to exert buyer power on the larger hospital groups during tariff negotiations. The 

notion that “significant challenge is unlikely” is inaccurate. Bonitas also stipulates that NHN 

hospitals, as well other smaller groups and independent hospitals will be included in full in the 

Bonitas hospital network. The idea that the three private hospital groups are able to operate 

unfettered by competition is not supported by these examples.  

5.6 Concluding remarks on anti-competitive conduct 

260 We have shown in this section that neither the price or non-price anti-competitive conduct put 

forward by the HMI is sustainable once one tests these theories in terms of the underlying data, 

methodology and assumptions. We therefore do not see any evidence of anti-competitive conduct 

as far as facilities are concerned. More specifically, there is no conclusive evidence that tariffs 

(prices) would be lower with more competition. The non-price theories of harm are also completely 

contradictory – the HMI’s main SID theory actually finds anti-competitive effects (unexplained 

treatment by doctors) when hospital concentration is low (in non-concentrated markets). This does 

not fit into the general SCP framework that the HMI uses, but more importantly is based on data 

which is fundamentally flawed and cannot be relied on to define local markets or to measure 

concentration.   
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6 Is there evidence of excess profits? 

261 In this section we briefly review the principles of and views on profitability analyses, also indicating 

why the HMI’s profitability analysis does not confirm their findings or support the recommendations. 

6.1 Principles of and views on profitability analyses 

262 The underlying economic theory for analysing profitability in competition analyses is that where 

market power is present (in concentrated markets) firms will have some level of control over prices, 

volume, or quality, and might use this market power to achieve higher profitability over time. As 

explained above, this theory is also known as the Structure-Conduct-Performance (SCP) 

framework, which sees a lack of effective competition leading to market power and hence, 

abnormal economic profitability.  

263 The use of profitability has however been discredited on a number of theoretical grounds in recent 

years (along with the SCP framework), and the practicalities of such an analysis have also been 

criticised as being subjective.  

264 Sidak and Bork (2013) for example advocate that: “Neither economic theory nor empirical evidence 

indicates a dispositive relationship between profit margins and the possession of market power… 

Using a firm’s profit data to infer market power might therefore lead a court or competition authority 

to the wrong conclusion.”193  

265 Work by CRA highlights similar findings: “In general, profitability analysis will not provide useful 

information for competition analysis, and worse yet, is likely to be highly misleading… Although 

there is some superficial attractiveness to the position that profitability analysis is useful, it 

nonetheless remains the case that public policy interventions should not be based on flawed 

measures of the degree of competition in a market”.194  

266 In line with the above, there is a growing consensus that there is not a simple linear relationship 

between concentration and performance (profitability). Instead, the focus in competition cases has 

shifted to effects-based analyses and specific theories of harm. This is in recognition of the limited 

value of relying solely on profitability analysis to understand market structure and market power in 

an industry. 

                                                      
193 Sidak, J.G. & Bork, R.H, 2013. The Misuse of Profit Margins to Infer Market Power. Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 
Vol. 9, No. 3, pp.511-530.   
194 CRA Competition Policy Discussion Papers, December 2003. “The (Mis)Use of Profitability Analysis in Competition Law Cases”. 
Pages 9-10.  
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267 The further issue is that while profitability analysis has found some application in excessive pricing 

cases, the relevant question for current purposes is whether this is a useful exercise in the context 

of market inquiries, and more specifically, in the HMI. Whilst we recognise that this may be a 

specific context, the general principles that are against reliance on profitability analyses to infer 

market power still hold: Contrary to economic theory, some firms may experience positive 

economic profitability for extended periods of time. This may be due to various reasons beyond 

market power exertion, including: good management and/or strategy, a firm’s cost structure, the 

relevant market’s structure based on benign factors, and external factors such as the 

macroeconomic environment. Only if one is confident that they are able to control for all of these 

factors (alongside accurate quantification of economic profits), would it be possible to draw any 

inference about market power from profitability.   

268 These drawbacks of reliance on profitability analyses appear to be understood by the HMI: “The 

HMI considers profitability in the context of its overall assessment of the market. For several 

reasons, profitability analyses on its own, cannot provide conclusive evidence of the abuse of 

market power of a firm or a group of firms. Firms may be very innovative and thus profitable for a 

limited period of time, in which case high profits may be compatible with effective competition. 

Conversely, lower profits do not necessarily indicate effective competition. Lower profits may in fact 

be concealing ineffective competition, for example caused by: 1) Inefficient markets in which 

customers cannot compare competitive propositions on the merits for lack of comparable 

information which then allows operators to have higher costs and higher prices without necessarily 

showing consistently higher profits. 2) Structural or strategic barriers to entry and growth that 

effectively protect incumbents from competitive challenges which may cause incumbents to 

become ‘lazy’ and inefficient and operate with higher costs than under competitive constraints.” 195  

269 Despite the above, the HMI proceeds to incorrectly rely on the profitability analyses, as we discuss 

further below.  

6.2 The HMI’s profitability analyses do not confirm the findings or support 

the recommendations 

270 Notwithstanding that the above discredits reliance on profitability analyses to understand 

competition and market power, we further note that even if the SCP paradigm of the HMI held true 

(i.e. if one could draw inference about market power from profitability analyses), the HMI’s 

profitability findings do not indicate the existence of market power. These analyses therefore do not 

                                                      
195 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 74, para. 73-5. 
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confirm the HMI’s overall findings (that facilities exhibit market power) and/or support their 

recommendations. 

271 The Provisional Report discusses (with own emphasis): 

272 “The profitability analyses show that the relevant firms achieved average ROCEs over the relevant 

period of 22.5% for Mediclinic, 22.0% for Life Healthcare and 18.5% for Netcare (Table 6.17). This 

was compared to the benchmark WACC for the same period of 16.7% to 16.8%. This amounts to 

the ROCE being between 1.7% and 5.8% above the WACC. The TIRRs achieved by the relevant 

firms ranged between 19% and 20.9% (Table 6.15). This amounts to the TIRR being between 2.2% 

and 4.2% above the WACC. However, the TIRR places more weight on the earlier years of the 

relevant period while the ROCE places equal weighting on each of the years of the relevant period. 

The ROCE therefore presents a more representative indication of the profitability of the relevant 

firms and their development over time during the relevant period. The profitability analyses suggest 

that the relevant firms show consistently profitable margins over and above the long-term cost of 

capital. However, the margins do not appear to be excessive when compared to the WACC. The 

average results of the profitability analyses indicate however that the relevant firms are consistently 

making fairly stable economic profits and that these profits are not decreasing over time as a result 

of competitive forces. When comparing the developments over the second half of the observation 

period, compared to the first five years, profits of Mediclinic in terms of ROCE somewhat reduced 

from 23.5% for the first five years to 21.5% over the second five years of the observed period. 

Compared to the WACC of somewhat below 17%, this nevertheless represented a significant profit 

margin. A decrease of 2 percentage points, however, is consistent with some competitive pressure 

building up…However, these levels of profits are not in themselves a concern. The relevant firms’ 

profitability appears to be within tolerable levels. Life Healthcare’s noteworthy financial success 

over the most recent years, and Mediclinic’s slowing down, may signal some competitive dynamics 

in the industry.” 196  

273 The above indicates that the facility profitability analyses of the HMI are determined not to be 

excessive. This is even despite the fact that the profitability levels found by the HMI are significantly 

higher than those found by Mediclinic’s experts’ own calculations, where the PriceMetrics report197 

shows that Mediclinic had an average ROCE  over 2006-2015, with this ranging between 

 over this period. The PriceMetrics Report198 shows that the source of a significant 

proportion of the economic profit as calculated by the Commission made by the company came not 
                                                      
196 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, pp. 251-2, para. 455-9.  
197 PriceMetrics, Comment on the Competition Commission’s Report: Profitability Analysis of Healthcare Facilities – Mediclinic 
Version, 1 February 2017, p.5. 
198 PriceMetrics, Comment on the Competition Commission’s Report: Profitability Analysis of Healthcare Facilities – Mediclinic 
Version, 1 February 2017, p.7, para. 449.  
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from its provision of healthcare facilities to medical practitioners and medical treatment services to 

patients but the “profit” the Commission states it earned on the revaluation gains on its tangible 

assets during the period. This is alluded to by the HMI in its caution expressed regarding its 

profitability analyses: 

274 “As noted, the Inquiry recognises that it needs to view the outcome of the profitability analysis 

calculations within a reasonable degree of tolerance in the context of the Inquiry. This is to cater for 

the comparison of ex post performance against an ex ante WACC, differing methodologies and 

assumptions in the revaluation of assets by each of the relevant firms, inclusion and valuation of 

intangible assets and entity specific risk factors to name a few.” 199  

275 In addition, Mediclinic’s results show a decline in profitability over time. This could therefore not be 

taken as indicative of market power, even if one were to conduct a SCP exercise, which is in any 

event too simplistic for a complex market such as healthcare.  

  

                                                      
199 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 248, par. 449. 
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7 HMI findings and recommendations 

276 In this section we discuss the main recommendations of the HMI (se set out in chapter 10 of the 

Provisional Report), in so far as they relate to facilities. We note that some of the recommendations 

in terms of the regulatory framework (such as a risk equalisation fund) for the funders, as well as 

the creation of an independent supply side regulator, will help to improve the functioning of the 

private healthcare sector. As far as hospitals are concerned, the main recommendations are either 

in terms of bargaining/ tariff setting or divestiture/ new licences. It seems that the HMI envisages 

that Mediclinic will continue to negotiate tariffs bilaterally with medical schemes. We do not present 

a detailed critique of the proposed pricing mechanisms (the multi-lateral forum or the supply side 

regulator for Health), but we note that it is unclear how this will work in practice and that significant 

regulatory capacity will be required for this to function optimally. We focus our comments on the 

structural recommendations for hospitals that are currently being considered by the HMI, i.e. 

divestiture and a moratorium on new licences.   

7.1 HMI findings and recommendations - facilities 

277 We note that the main issue raised by the HMI in relation to supply side issues stems from the 

structural assessment of the market:  

278 “The provider side of private healthcare markets suffers from several structural, behavioural and 

regulatory imperfections that harm competition and undermine access to healthcare. The main 

supply-side failures that our recommendations seek to address are: The highly concentrated 

structure of the facilities market. At a national level, the three largest hospital groups have a market 

share of approximately 90% based on hospital admissions and 83% based on registered beds. 

Also, in the majority of local markets, concentration levels are alarmingly high according to several 

recognised metrics commonly used to screen for concentrated markets. One of the challenges of 

this, from a competition perspective, is that it affords the three biggest hospital groups “must-have” 

status in bargaining for contracts with funders which reduces funders’ countervailing power…” 200 

279 Directly following on from this interpretation (albeit with incorrect facts as we have shown above), 

the HMI discusses its recommendations: 

280 “The inquiry has made detailed proposals for a revised licensing framework that supports beneficial 

use of the licence by the applicant. However, these principles will not address the problem of 

concentration. We have considered a number of options on how to address this, including 

                                                      
200 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 462, para. 56.  
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divestiture and imposing a moratorium on issuing licences to the three large hospital groups, 

namely, Netcare, Life and Mediclinic. The moratorium would require that these hospital groups 

should not be granted licences for new facilities, nor licences or permission to increase the number 

of beds within existing facilities until such time as the national market share of each of the big three 

hospital groups, by number of beds, is no more than 20%. The moratorium will be in place until 

new entry or growth in the private sector achieves a better competitive balance. Divestiture raises a 

number of questions such as proportionality, its effectiveness and whether it is the less intrusive 

means. Moratorium raises similar issues including how to measure whether a better competitive 

balance has been achieved. We would be reluctant to rule out these remedies without hearing the 

stakeholders’ views on them.”201  

281 As noted upfront, whilst we address this from an economic viewpoint, focussing on the fundamental 

problems with these considerations, one should also be wary of the basic flaws in logic around the 

idea that the current market mappings and results can simply be altered by structural changes, with 

all else held constant. The HMI’s structural assessment is based on the propensity of patients to 

change hospitals in the overlapping areas to any competing facilities in reaction to a hypothetical 

change in conditions relevant to their preferences. This, if done correctly, reflects current market 

behaviour. The critical question however regards which facilities constitute a credible competitive 

alternative to a reference facility. Evidently any major structural changes (as considered by the 

HMI) may have an influence on the dynamic nature of the market definition (with patients 

potentially being more willing to travel to reach a further hospital that is preferred). This simplistic 

view may have significant and negative repercussions. This is understood by the HMI although it is 

not explicitly stated in this way. The HMI for example notes: “LOCI, like most measures of market 

power, is also based on a static view of how patients behave in current market conditions, and not 

on what they would do if they were responding to a price increase or degradation in quality.”202 In 

summarising Netcare’s submissions, the HMI also notes: “the catchment area approach is a static 

measure which may not be the best way to assess competitive alternatives as it ignores the 

possibility of entry and expansion, and may understate the competitive significance of small 

competitors.” 203  

7.2 Divestiture and moratoriums: basic economic principles 

282 At the outset, it is necessary to highlight the limitations of a structural assessment, as noted by the 

HMI: 

                                                      
201 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 465, para. 78-80. 
202 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 177, para. 68. 
203 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 180, para. 85. 
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283 “Market share, as an indirect indicator of market power, should always be considered in the context 

of other, complementary evidence. This includes evidence about the ease of entry, expansion and 

innovation of competitors. A large market share may not guarantee market power if an attempt to 

raise prices would immediately attract new and efficient competitors or would be offset by actual 

competitors that immediately react by expanding the volume of production and sales in the 

market… Direct indicators of market power should also be sought, such as the way the firm 

engages with its customers, its suppliers and its direct competitors. If a firm does not respond to the 

needs of its buyers and can get away with this behaviour without substantially losing turnover to 

competitors or attracting new entry and innovation, that may provide a powerful direct indication of 

market power… It is however imperative to be very cautious about interpreting consistently high 

and growing market shares. While these may be related to market power, they can also be the 

result of superior management of the company and of its ability to stay ahead of its rivals in terms 

of innovations and development of products and services…” 204 

284 It is also necessary to note the HMI’s focus on market power in the context of the market inquiry: 

285 “MARKET DEFINITION AND THE MEASUREMENT OF MARKET POWER IN THE CONTEXT OF 

A MARKET INQUIRY: … A market inquiry may assess aspects of market performance that are not 

typically considered in an antitrust investigation. For instance, a market inquiry may assess not just 

price, but also access to goods or services, particularly by the poor. Quality and innovation arise in 

antitrust matters, but they may receive more emphasis in a market inquiry… The HMI also views 

market power with caution even if it is not presently abused, as it may reduce incentives for entry 

(thus preventing, distorting and restricting competition) the HMI must also consider the intersection 

between competition law as conventionally understood and the constitutional right of access to 

healthcare services in South Africa. It must also take account of the stated objectives in the 

Competition Act, including expanding access to economic opportunity for all South Africans. The 

Inquiry therefore applies a holistic approach to its analyses to identify and minimise any unintended 

anticompetitive effects that arise from the exercise of market power.” 205  

286 Notwithstanding the latter reference above, we note the central requirement for the proof of market 

power as the basis for any recommendations that stem from this. This cannot follow from a 

structural view of the markets or a simple calculation of market shares. Market power (or the abuse 

thereof) has to be shown in terms of price increases or anti-competitive non-price conduct. Despite 

that these interpretations and considerations therefore have no foundation, we discuss in the next 

sub-sections the many problems that these considerations raise.  

                                                      
204 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 68, para. 21-24. 
205 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 172., para. 34-36.  
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7.3 Problems with divestiture 

7.3.1 Overview of UK submission and quantification 

287 On 2 April 2014 the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) published its final report on the 

Private Healthcare Market Investigation. Following this HCA challenged the CMA’s decisions 

relating to divestments at the Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT). AXA PPP also appealed 

similarly. During this process KPMG, HCA’s economic advisors, identified coding errors in the 

CMA’s insured pricing analysis (IPA), which estimated the price difference between HCA and its 

closest competitor (The London Clinic, or TLC), and hence formed the basis for the divestment 

decision. Consequently, the CAT ordered that the divestment decision be quashed and remitted to 

the CMA for reconsideration.  

288 Following this, the CMA reconsidered its IPA analysis. As pointed out, there were errors in this 

analysis. More specifically, these errors made it such that the CMA could no longer compare like 

with like (controlling for factors such as patient age, gender, length of stay, patient complexity, etc.) 

in assessing price differences between HCA and TLC. Accordingly, the CMA found that it could no 

longer rely on the IPA to assess price differences and hence adverse effects on competition (AEC). 

Additionally, it determined that it could no longer use the IPA to assess the effects of divestiture on 

prices. It was hence determined by the CMA that profitability analysis would need to be more 

heavily relied on to assess these issues. This however required many assumptions, which the CMA 

highlighted as problematic in this reliance. In this regard the CMA stated: “this makes it difficult for 

us to conclude with any degree of confidence that a divestment remedy would be proportionate, as 

we are not in a position reliably to quantify the benefit of the divestment.” 206  

289 In consequently re-assessing the remedies put forward, including that regarding divestiture, the 

CMA stated: 

290 “We also assessed the extent to which the different remedy options are proportionate, and in 

particular whether a remedy option:  

(a) is effective in achieving its legitimate aim;  

(b) is no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;  

(c) is the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective measures; and  

(d) does not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim.  
                                                      
206 CMA, Private Healthcare Remittal, Summary of the Final Report, 5 September 2016, par. 14.  
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291 In making our assessment of proportionality of the divestment remedy, we were mindful of the 

following comments made previously by the CAT:  

(a) ‘The greater the interference with [European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)] rights, the 

more robust and reliable the evidential basis relied upon to justify that interference may be required 

to be.’ (HCA International Limited v CMA [2014] CAT 11, paragraph 36); and  

(b) ‘where the CC has taken such a seriously intrusive steps as to order a company to divest itself 

of a major business asset ..., the [CAT] will naturally expect the CC to have exercised particular 

care in its analysis of the problem....and of the remedy it assesses is required.’ (BAA v CC [2012] 

CAT 3, paragraph 20(7))” 207   

292 In reconsidering its divestment remedy, the CMA stated: 

293 “In order to be satisfied, after careful consideration, that such a remedy is proportionate, we would 

need to be satisfied that the benefits of the remedy are expected to outweigh the costs.” 208  

294 In determining this the CMA aimed to calculate the net present value of the proposed divestiture, 

taking into account a range of scenarios (with entry taking place in years 5, 7 or 10 after the 

proposed divestiture), and comparing this with a counterfactual situation in which there was no 

remedy. From this they aimed to estimate the possible outcomes of the market over a 20-year 

period. In doing so, they estimated outcomes if entry were to remove 75%, 100%, and 50% of the 

estimated excess profits (determined by the CMA). Next, the CMA sought to determine the impact 

of divestiture on prices (i.e. the expected benefits of the divestiture). As the IPA could no longer be 

relied on, this again had to rely on the profitability analysis of the CMA, estimating the extent to 

which prices charged by HCA exceeded the level at which HCA would have earned a ‘normal’ 

return on capital. This in turn indicated the maximum amount by which prices could fall in the case 

of divestiture. From this the HCA arrived at a range of between 3-7.5% (fall in prices). 

Notwithstanding this, HCA stated that this precise range would be unlikely. This is because, post 

divestiture, HCA’s unit costs would increase due to a loss of economies of scale. This would hence 

lessen the possible reduction in prices (i.e. making this closer to 3% rather than 7.5%). The CMA 

also highlighted that the ultimate price outcomes would be subject to the negotiations with insurers, 

something that the CMA could not perfectly predict. Alongside this the CMA found that the NPV of 

the proposed divestiture would be in the range of – £ [200-300] million to £ [700-800] million. 209 

                                                      
207 CMA, Private Healthcare Remittal, Summary of the Final Report, 5 September 2016, para. 59-60. 
208 CMA, Private Healthcare Remittal, Summary of the Final Report, 5 September 2016, para. 64. 
209 CMA, Private Healthcare Remittal, Summary of the Final Report, 5 September 2016, para. 78. 
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295 In concluding its remittal report, the CMA highlighted that they cannot be confident that the benefits 

of divestment would outweigh the costs, stating: “… if the extent to which HCA’s profits exceed its 

WACC is at the lower end of our range (3%), there is a real risk that the divestiture would have no 

impact on prices, once lost economies of scale and the impact of the existing information remedy 

are taken into account. Even if we were to assume that HCA’s profits are higher than this, for the 

reasons set out above there are uncertainties about how much prices will fall as a result of the 

divestiture.” 210  

296 The CMA finally concluded: “… we were unable to form an expectation that the benefits of a 

divestiture remedy in addressing the AEC would outweigh its costs. We were also mindful of the 

comments of the CAT regarding the intrusiveness of divestiture and the need for particular care 

before making such an order (see paragraph 60). We therefore conclude that the proposed 

divestiture package for HCA does not meet our criteria for a proportionate remedy.” 211  

297 From the above, it is clear that one would need to be confident that the analysis from which a 

recommendation of divestiture derives is correct, even before considering whether the benefits 

outweigh the costs. In this case we have shown this not to be the case.  

7.3.2 How would divestiture work in practice? 

298 In this section we assume that the HMI market share calculations are correct and show how difficult 

divestiture to reach 20% will be and what unintended consequences could follow from this. We 

note again that there is no theoretical basis for using 20% as a competitive benchmark – neither in 

the Competition Act nor in the competition literature.  

299 What would a firm like Mediclinic do in order to reduce its market share to 20% (from the 25,3% 

market share (beds) assumed by the HMI)? Such a reduction in market share will imply that 

Mediclinic will need to reduce its market share by 5 percent.  

300 The private hospital market consists of 30,042 beds. Given that 20% of this amounts to 6,008 beds, 

Mediclinic will have to give up 1,511 of its 7,519 beds. Mediclinic hospitals, on average, have 139 

beds. Therefore, a rough estimate indicates that Mediclinic will have to divest approximately 11 

hospitals. Life Healthcare will have to divest even more beds (1,962) and Netcare will have to 

divest the most (3,234), leading to a total of approximately 6,706 beds that need to be divested. As 

such, this will result in a large-scale hospital divestiture. 

                                                      
210 CMA, Private Healthcare Remittal, Summary of the Final Report, 5 September 2016, para. 79. 
211 CMA, Private Healthcare Remittal, Summary of the Final Report, 5 September 2016, para. 80. 
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301 The scenarios that follow describe potential avenues which Mediclinic could pursue to achieve this 

20% threshold. We discuss the potential unintended consequences from these strategies. Most 

notably, this stems from the fact that divestiture decisions of the three hospital groups will 

effectively occur in a black box, since each hospital group’s decisions are made without information 

about the decisions of the others. The scale, complexity and uncertainty of the divestiture decisions 

therefore create the potential for large-scale unintended consequences that may have long-lasting 

effects on the hospital groups, specialists and patients that run counter to the goals of the HMI. In 

fact, a divestiture would be the most intrusive means to address the alleged market failures.  

302 Before unpacking the scenarios, we briefly discuss the intended use of divestitures as structural 

remedies, in order to inform the analysis. 

7.3.3 Intended use of divestitures and moratoriums 

303 Divestitures are usually undertaken in mergers or abuse of dominance cases. The key 

characteristic is that it is aimed at single entities. For example, if a merger results in a dominant 

player being created in specific regions, a divestiture may alleviate the market share and the 

subsequent competitive concerns within those regions. Furthermore, in abuse of dominance cases, 

a divestiture is used to limit or address the market power of the firm in question. 

304 However, in the current case, three players have been identified, each of which has a national 

market share that falls far below the dominance thresholds set out in the Competition Act. The 

arbitrary proposed market share of 20% imposes a requirement that the hospital groups need to 

divest some of their facilities. However, in contrast to the typical setup of a merger or abuse of 

dominance divestiture of a single firm, three firms will have to simultaneously divest across several 

regional markets in order to achieve a threshold that is based on national market shares. In order 

to expand on the potential unintended consequences of this large-scale divestiture, we set out 

potential divestiture scenarios below. 

7.3.4 Scenarios 

305 The points below are broadly applicable to the various scenarios. We expand on some of these 

points in more detail as they relate to the scenario at hand. It is important to consider that the 

impact of the divestiture will not be isolated to the three hospital groups. Rather, there will also be 

direct effects on other providers in the industry, specifically the specialists and patients.  

• Divestiture will result in the loss of scale advantages. This will cause a deadweight loss, 

since smaller buyers cannot recover this. Even if a smaller player is able to build scale, it will 

struggle to do so with hospitals that are less profitable. 
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• Any form of divestiture or moratorium will have a financial impact on Mediclinic’s share 
price (to the extent that the market has not already priced this in). 

• Mediclinic will channel the money from the hospital sales out of the country (e.g. to the UAE or 

Switzerland). Local buyers that purchase the hospitals could have spent this money elsewhere 

in the economy. 

• Specialists will be affected. Several specialists may prefer to admit to specific Mediclinic 

hospitals due to the level of care and the facilities available to them. However, if the hospital is 

sold to a lesser known buyer, the specialists may consider moving their practices closer to 

another hospital that offers the same as Mediclinic before the divestiture. Some specialists are 

shareholders in Mediclinic hospitals – any form of divestiture will therefore affect them 

personally as well as professionally. 

• Patients will be impacted by the divestiture, since a change in hospital ownership will also 

potentially affect the quality (and complexity) of the procedures that can be provided. 

• Since the 20% market share is based on a national estimate, it does not give credence to the 

impact on regional competition. 

7.3.4.1 Scenario 1: Mediclinic divests its least profitable hospitals 

306 Since the other hospital groups will also have to divest, there will be a large-scale sell-off of 

hospitals to a potentially limited group of buyers. As such, there is a possibility that there may be 

limited interest in the weaker hospitals, which will in turn generate less value for Mediclinic. 

307 Scale advantages will be lost as a result of divestiture. This will generate a deadweight loss, 

since smaller buyers cannot recover this. It will only be recovered if a fourth buyer buys up enough 

hospitals to generate its own scale advantages. This is unlikely to materialise if all the hospital 

groups put up their worst performers for sale. It is likely that Netcare and Life will also sell off their 

least profitable hospitals. As such, even if a fourth entrant could buy enough hospitals to achieve 

scale, they would have to do so with a collection of unprofitable hospitals. As such, there is a 

chance that these hospitals will remain unprofitable and the new buyer(s) will eventually exit. 
This will restore the original market structure, but with fewer total beds in the market (hence, a 

worse outcome than the status quo). Or, they will have to charge higher prices in order to cover 
costs, which is also a less optimal outcome than the status quo. 

308 Specialists may also potentially place a premium on having admission rights at Mediclinic (for 

various reasons). As such, they may be more inclined to move their rooms closer to another 

hospital in (or outside of) their current region. If Mediclinic divests in a given region and Life and 
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Netcare also divest, then specialists may consider leaving the region. This will also make it 

more difficult for the new entrant to build a reputation or to remain financially viable. 

309 Patients will also be affected by divestiture. The least profitable hospitals are often less 

profitable as a result of more complex cases being treated at the hospital. If such a hospital is now 

sold based on profitability, cases with more complexities may now not necessarily be treatable at 

the new hospital. 

310 Since the 20% market share is based on a national estimate, it does not give credence to the 

impact on regional competition. The other hospital groups will also be divesting (even more 

hospitals potentially), which will further distort the regional markets. If, in the medium term, the 

abovementioned exit of a fourth competitor does occur, then there will be even less competition in 

some of these regional markets than under the status quo. 

7.3.4.2 Scenario 2: Mediclinic sells its least profitable hospitals, excluding its flagship hospitals 

311 Since some hospitals may handle more complex cases, they may not be as profitable as others. 

However, their reputation draws specialists and patients and therefore remains important for 

Mediclinic as part of their entire portfolio. This may address some of the issues above (relating to 

the impact on specialists and/or patients) but is still less desirable than the status quo. 

312 Scale advantages will also be lost under this scenario. It is also unlikely that there will be a 

recovery of these efficiency losses, even if a fourth entrant could generate sufficient scale. It will 

still potentially have a collection of less profitable hospitals, which could lead to an eventual exit 
and an increase in the market share of the three large hospital groups. 

313 Since profitability is not the main driver in this scenario, Mediclinic will potentially have to give up 

some of its more profitable hospitals in order to retain their brand. This will result in a greater 
financial loss for Mediclinic in terms of the income foregone from these hospitals. It will also 

result in more money exiting the country and a greater impact on the share price. 

7.3.4.3 Scenario 3: Mediclinic divests a variety of profitable and non-profitable hospitals 

314 Given that the other large hospital groups must also divest, Mediclinic might divest relatively more 

profitable hospitals in order to procure the best buyers. This will generate higher returns for 

Mediclinic, but they will lose the higher income from these hospitals. The impact on the share 
price will also be more pronounced, given that Mediclinic is giving up higher profit-generating 

units. 

7.3.4.4 Scenario 4: No divestiture, only a moratorium on the licensing of hospital beds 
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315 This effectively results in a freeze on bed numbers. This outcome is sub-optimal for patients, as the 

number of beds available will not grow commensurate with demand. The only manner in 

which more beds will be available is through the growth of smaller/new entrants. Given their lack of 

scale, this will take longer than under the status quo. Given a growing population and a quadruple 
burden of disease, it is ill-advised to place a limit on the licensing of new beds without considering 

the clinical impact. 

316 A moratorium will also impact the share price, as the growth prospects of Mediclinic will be lower 

than under the status quo. Investors will be unwilling to invest in a company that is capped in terms 

of one of its most important features, namely registered beds. 

7.3.4.5 Scenario 5: Divestiture and a moratorium on the licensing of hospital beds 

317 A scenario could arise where the hospitals are instructed to divest in order to achieve 20% market 

share, followed by a moratorium on the licensing of new hospital beds. This will have the potential 

impact of Scenarios 1 to 3, but with the added impact of Scenario 4. This will therefore be akin to 

imposing a structural and behavioural remedy. 

7.4 Further issues with moratoriums 

318 The HMI refers to the licensing process in their recommendations for moratoriums: 

319 “The Inquiry proposes that the new licensing framework should have two phases. In the first phase, 

an interim license may be granted. The applicant must, at a minimum provide the following 

information:  

• Information on the proposed site indicating whether it has already been acquired or an 

indication of a tentative right to acquire,  

• High-level description of the need identified, including hospital type as well as the type and 

number of beds proposed, and  

• Initial, high-level architectural drawings.  

 

320 The applicant will then be given a deadline for the submission of the second part of the application. 

In the second phase, a permanent license may be granted. Submissions required for the phase 2 

include, at a minimum:  

• A comprehensive market study, highlighting local demographics, the business case for the 

facility, and how the facility plans to introduce new/ innovative models of value-based care;  
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• Letters of support from local funders managing at least 50% of the insured local population. 

Examples of funders in this context include medical schemes, large employers (e.g. mines), 

government agencies (e.g. Compensation Fund);  

• Social and environmental studies;  

• Practitioner recruitment plan;  

• Final architectural drawings;  

• A provisional financing agreement; and  

• A comprehensive project plan for construction with detailed timelines.” 212  

 

321 These requirements will further complicate the process of obtaining a licence. Especially 

problematic is the requirement that local funders support the new licence. It is very unconventional 

to allow a seller to enter a market only when the potential buyer gives permission. 

322 Notwithstanding the above, Mediclinic already adheres to the stringent licensing process, ensuring 

the supply is commensurate to demand. We provide examples in respect of Cape Gate and 

Midstream, two Mediclinic hospitals that have opened within the last decade.  

323 Despite the fact that Cape Gate was opened in 2010, the market research for this hospital was 

carried out in 2007. At that time, it was clear that there was significant population growth in the 

regions of Durbanville, Durbanvale, Kuilsriver, Brackenfell, Vierlanden, Goedemoed, Uitsig, 

Sonstraal Hoogte and Langeberg Glen, as well as some surrounding areas. Coupled with this was 

the establishment of the Cape Gate shopping and business centre which began developing in 

2003/04. From details obtained via the comprehensive urban development research conducted for 

the Cape Gate development, as well as details obtained from the Town Planning departments of 

relevant municipalities (Durbanville and Kraaifontein), it was clear that there had been extensive 

development during the preceding years. Substantial further development of the area was planned 

and in progress, e.g. Kraaifontein at that stage indicated that between 15,000 and 30,000 housing 

units would be developed over the following ten years. Additionally, the 2001 Census indicated that 

the number of households in the catchment area of Brackenfell, Durbanville, Joostenberg & 

Kraaifontein was 52,608, with a population of 176,044.  If Durbanville was excluded from these 

numbers there would be 37,625 households and 135,909 people living in the direct catchment 

area. These numbers were expected to have increased substantially given the rapid residential 

development in that area since 2001 as well as the population growth during that time.  

324 This growth resulted in the need for additional private hospital beds to provide the community with 

more accessible quality healthcare and emergency services. Mediclinic accordingly applied for and 

                                                      
212 Provisional Report, 5 July 2018, p. 465. 
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was granted approval to build a hospital with: 140 beds, 6 operating theatres (5 major + 1 minor), a 

24-hour emergency unit, and 2 delivery rooms. The hospital also has a pharmacy, a pathology unit, 

a radiology unit, and various doctors consulting rooms. At the time it was noted that the hospital 

could also accommodate an additional 64 beds, if population growth in the surrounding areas 

warranted this by continuing at the pace thus far observed.  

325 Whilst there were no data available to Mediclinic as to the precise number of medical scheme 

members in the area, it was determined that, practically, a 140-bed hospital required approximately 

45,000 medical scheme beneficiaries or, expressed differently, 17,500 households with medical 

scheme cover.  Given the statistics listed above and the continued growth in the area, the need for 

a new hospital was clear. Mediclinic’s market research document indicates that – at that time – the 

hospitals in the area, with their measured distance to the proposed hospital, were as follows: 

Durbanville Mediclinic (7km); Kuilsriver Netcare (13km); Louis Leipoldt Mediclinic (13kms); Bellville 

Medical Centre (Melomed) (12kms); Karl Bremer (Provincial) (12kms); Panorama Mediclinic 

(17kms); and Tygerberg (Provincial) (15kms). 

326 At the time of Mediclinic’s market scoping, they planned for the following distribution of doctor 

specialties (number of doctors in brackets): General Surgery (2-3); Orthopaedic Surgery (2-3); 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology (3-4); Paediatrics (2); Maxicillo facial (1); Plastic Surgery (1); Internal 

Medicine (2-3); Internal Medicine (2-3); Ear/Nose/Throat Surgery (2); and Urology (2). Whilst 

Mediclinic had not yet sourced these doctors at the time of their initial market research, these were 

expected to come from a combination of sources including surrounding hospitals, other provinces 

and countries (insofar as doctors wished to relocate), and newly qualified doctors (at that time there 

were 2,000 specialists in training at the major universities in South Africa, including all years of 

study).  

327 A retrospective view of the Cape Gate hospital further supports the above ‘demand analysis’. Table 

17 and  shows that between 2001-2011 the compounded annual growth rate of the population 

around the Cape Gate hospital was 3.22%, with some of the more granular regions around the 

hospital also displaying much higher growth rates.  

Table 17: Population increases around Cape Gate Mediclinic hospital 

Ward 2001 2011 % change 

3 28 012 31 945 14% 

6 36 093 23 473 -35% 

7 26 941 30 808 14% 

8 20 052 37 745 88% 
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21 21 226 21 578 2% 

70 21 185 24 934 18% 

101 16 952 37 084 119% 

102 18 696 27 039 45% 

103 22 118 41 308 87% 

111 17 347 37 949 119% 

Total 228 622 313 863 37% 

CAGR (2001-2011) 3.22%   
Source: StatsSA Census, 2011 

 

Figure 6: Wards around Cape Gate Mediclinic hospital, 2011 

Source: StatsSA Census 

328 Viewed rather at a sub-council level, Table 18 and  show that between 2001-2011 the compounded 

annual growth rate of the population around the Cape Gate hospital was 2.17%, with some of the 

more granular regions around the hospital also displaying much higher growth rates. 

Table 18: Population increases around Cape Gate Mediclinic hospital 

Subcouncil 2001 2011 %change 

2 100 432 129 520 29% 

3 99 295 108 427 9% 
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4 151 489 165 618 9% 

7 101 482 166 581 64% 

6 129 797 151 645 17% 

Total 582 495 721 791  

CAGR (2001-2011) 2,167%   

Source: StatsSA Census, 2011 

 

Figure 7: Sub-councils around Cape Gate Mediclinic hospital, 2011 

Source: Mediclinic; Econex calculations 

329 The data presented here support the fact that there was significant growth in the region 

surrounding Cape Gate, both in the years preceding establishment, as well as in the two years 

following. 
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330 The development of the Mediclinic Midstream hospital also involved a significant amount of market 

research, planning and budgeting; as well as a thorough provincial health department approval 

process.  

331 Table 19 shows that the application for this hospital was made in October 2006, almost a decade 

ahead of its opening in March 2015.  

Table 19: Mediclinic Midstream project timetable 

Date Description 

October 2006 Application for 176- bed private hospital in Centurion submitted to the Gauteng 
Department of Health (GDOH) 

May 2008 Decline of application by the GDOH 

August 2008 Appeal lodged against the decision of the GDOH 

March 2009 GDOH awards license after successful appeal 

May 2009 Mediclinic board approves construction of the hospital 

December 2010 GDOH approves location of hospital 

March 2011 Initial project costs approved 

February 2013 Project costs updated 

March 2013 Commencement of construction 

November 2013 Equipment costing increased due to unfavourable exchange rate fluctuations 

November 2014 Planned completion of hospital 

March 2015 Planned opening of hospital 

Source: Mediclinic 

332 Table 20 shows a summary of the extensive market research that was carried out by Mediclinic in 

the planning stages of the Midstream hospital. This highlights that new suburbs surrounding the 

planned hospital site were expected to double the population of the surrounding areas. This also 

shows that the capacity of the planned hospital was carefully calculated on the basis of the relevant 

population levels and their expected hospital needs. 

Table 20:  
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Source: Mediclinic 

333 In addition to the fact that Mediclinic has already to date followed a stringent licensing process for 

its hospitals (ensuring supply is in line with demand), we recommend that the HMI consider the 

very detrimental effects that moratoriums may have. For example, where hospitals that are Centres 

of Excellence exist, there may be a requirement for the grouping of doctors. This in turn may lead 

to the requirement for more specialised beds over time (which in the case of a moratorium, will be 

constrained). Another example is in smaller towns where there is one hospital, changes in the 

demographics of the population could lead to a new make-up of the beds required (again, with this 

being constrained by a moratorium). These two examples provide further illustration (beyond the 

points mentioned in Section 7.3.4) of the highly detrimental effects (for the consumer) that could 

arise directly as a result of a moratorium.  
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8 Summary and conclusion 

334 We have shown in this report that there are numerous methodological and data concerns with the 

HMI’s provisional findings and recommendations. Our primary concern is that the HMI follows an 

outdated economic approach in which they find structural concerns which justifies quite drastic 

remedies, without a coherent theory of harm or evidence of anticompetitive prices or profits.  

335 The structural theory is also deeply flawed by the incorrect analysis of both bed and admission 

data. The HMI calculates the market shares of hospital groups based on registered beds and 

admissions, respectively, and using that information, calculates the concentration in the private 

hospital market. The Provisional Report is the first to contain the concentration analyses, making 

this the first time stakeholders are able to comment on the analyses and results.  

336 The concentration analysis based on registered beds form the basis on which the HMI considers 

divestiture or a moratorium on new hospital licences or licences to expand. The implementation of 

these would have significant economic consequences and therefore need to be based on robust 

and accurate calculations of market shares. We find, however, that the concentration analyses are 

riddled with methodological flaws and data errors. Crucially, the analyses are based on data that 

end in 2014 – the analyses are therefore based on outdated data and any recommendations 

stemming from the results will not be appropriate for the current state of the market, which has 

seen significant changes since 2014. We also find the product market defined by the HMI, namely 

acute hospitals (057 and 058) and certain day facilities (077), to be very narrow and not rooted in 

reality. The narrow market definition along with data constraints have resulted in a very small 

dataset of facilities – only 194 out of the 433 facilities in the full dataset – to be used in the 

analyses. No clear empirical rules on how certain facilities were excluded from the dataset, were 

provided to stakeholders to interrogate or check for accuracy. The narrow product market definition 

and, in particular, the unavailability of data for independent and NHN hospitals have resulted in a 

much larger number of their facilities (and therefore beds) being excluded from the dataset. The 

market shares based on registered beds are consequently skewed, with the market shares of the 

three large hospital groups artificially inflated. 

337 Due to data constraints, the admissions dataset is a combination of actual admissions data (for 

Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and Netcare) and funder data (for NHN and independent hospitals). No 

account was made for definitional differences. In addition, the HMI reports two different sets of 

market shares, with the difference attributed to whether admissions for the full set of facilities 

(400+) or limited set (194 facilities) were used in the analyses. 
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338 The HMI finds a combined market share for Mediclinic, Life Healthcare and Netcare of 83.2% using 

the number of beds in the limited dataset. Using admissions for the limited set of facilities, they find 

a combined market share of 90.1%. When admissions for the full dataset are used, the combined 

market share is 76%. We recalculate the market shares with three different sets of facilities and 

bed numbers that extends beyond 2014, expands the market definition and corrects for errors. We 

find that rather than Mediclinic having a market share of 25.3% (as stated by the HMI), it is around 

20% in all three recalculations. We calculate the combined market share of the three hospital 

groups to be between 66% – 71%. 

339 The HMI’s calculated HHIs using the limited set of facilities are 2,521 for registered beds and 2,784 

for admissions. In both cases the HHIs are above the 2,500 cut-off point and the market therefore 

considered highly concentrated. We recalculate the HHIs based on beds to be around 2,180. When 

the HMIs market shares using admissions for the full dataset is used (which indicates a market 

share of 76%) the HHI is 2,216. Both of these indicate that the market is moderately concentrated. 

340 Having shown that the facilities markets are not highly concentrated, we move on to show that 

there is also no evidence of price or non-price theories of harm (section 5) or of excessive profits 

(section 6). Section 7 considers the recommendations from both a theoretical and practical 

perspective, and we show that the recommendations do not follow from the evidence and therefore 

cannot be sustained. We emphasize specifically the unintended consequences and practical 

problems with the consideration of a divestiture remedy for hospitals.   




